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“I went to Zambia in October of last year. I met with some 
ladies who were suffering with HIV and asked them what their 
dreams were. They all told me they didn’t have any dreams. 
I knew that wasn’t true, so I asked them, ‘What would you do 
with your life if you had an unlimited income?’ All of a sudden 
they all shared these amazing things they would do. One of 
them wanted to open up an orphanage, and another wanted 
to help women. They had the most amazing dreams, but they 
didn’t even know they had dreams until they took away the 
perception or barrier that they needed money to do those 
things. I realized that everyone thinks the same way. We put 
our own barriers on ourselves. We have a perception of what’s 
possible for us. We don’t want to let our imagination soar to 
the level that is required. We don’t dream big enough. This 
opportunity with dōTERRA is only possible if you believe it’s 
possible.” –Betsy 

Did you have any idea when you started that you would 
reach this point?
BETsy: We had no idea at the time how God would use dōTERRA  
to heal us physically, emotionally, and financially. I’ve always had  

a desire and a heart for helping and serving people, but I didn’t  
know that all my passions would tie together through dōTERRA.  
It’s been an amazing journey. We now have the opportunity to 
open up all of the dreams we’ve had on the shelf and pursue  
what we’re passionate about. In the beginning, I felt inadequate  
to do this. Through dōTERRA, I’ve learned that we all have 
everything we need to accomplish our dreams. I believe that 
God made us all with desires and dreams, and he gave us the 
ability to accomplish them, but we have to choose to do so. 

How do you work together in your business?
PAul: Typically it’s going to start out with one person spearheading  
the business. In our case, that was Betsy. What’s important is 
for the other person to allow that individual to go after their 
dreams and provide them the support they need. I’ve found 
that just by being a voice and a sounding board I can be a 
huge help, especially in making crucial decisions. It’s key to 
identify in the first few years what the other person like Betsy 
would need help with and figure out how to step in and fulfill 
those roles, whatever they may be. Realize that in taking care 
of things that may be weaknesses, you’re enabling the other 

Congratulations on Reaching Presidential Diamond

PREsIDENTIAl DIAMOND

Paul & Betsy Holmes
COlumBus, OHIO, usA
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person to spend way more time on their strengths. If they’re 
able to focus their time on their strengths because they’ve got 
support and structure around their weaknesses, they’re going 
to be able to be all the more productive and successful. 

What were your biggest challenges as you were 
reaching for Presidential Diamond?
BETsy: I think it’s easy at this level to start to get complicated with  
things. It’s important to keep it simple. I had to scale myself 
back a few times. Things always need to be duplicable. When 
you become Blue or Presidential Diamond, you need to give  
yourself permission to take a break. If the life you are projecting  
to your team is that of a run-down, overworked, and tired 
individual, that’s not going to make it appealing for people to 
try to reach that rank. The challenge is to find out how you 
can enjoy your work and have boundaries so you can enjoy 
your rest as well. you may have a crazy schedule at this stage, 
but we need to find a way to live that schedule well so we’re 
teaching our team that it’s worth it to be at this level. There 
should be motivation to get to this level, because that means 
the people on your team have reached a higher level as well.

What advice would you give to a new business builder?
BETsy: Just get started. The best thing you can do with 
dōTERRA is to learn as you go. Don’t wait until you know 
everything, because your education is waiting for you in the 
next class you’re about to teach. sometimes it takes teaching 
a class or sharing with someone to fully grasp and understand 
the opportunity that is before you. I think if people are waiting 

to understand everything before they move forward, it can 
sometimes hinder them from having the best education. you 
have to just get started.

PAul: you have to go and make it happen. I say this all the 
time to the rugby teams I coach: “If you’re going to make a 
mistake, make it going 100 percent forward.” you can always 
recover with momentum, but if you’re not making something 
happen and you make a mistake, it’s going to hinder your 
growth. you can’t make excuses. you can’t be worried about 
what you don’t have. you have to take what you do have, move 
forward, and make it happen. 

What difference has dōTERRA made in your life?
BETsy: We both come from small, humble beginnings. I was 
born in one of the poorest counties in the state of Ohio and 
lived in a trailer. Paul was born in Beirut, lebanon, and lived 
there until he was adopted by south African missionaries 
when he was eight years old. He spent his childhood in a 
war-torn country; his house was blown up while he was in it. 
We met while I was teaching English and he was visiting his 
parents in lebanon. When we found dōTERRA, our home 
was in foreclosure and we were in a massive amount of debt. 
We’ve learned to take all the things that have happened in our 
lives and be grateful for how they’ve shaped us. Our eyes have 
been opened to difficulty in other people’s lives and how we 
can be a solution for them and not just bystanders. We know 
that people can overcome difficulties. We know that people 
can become better people through challenges. I think we’ve 
proved through our lives that anyone can be successful. 

Give Back

The Blessing:  
“I think people have the 
assumption that the 
blessing of being this rank 
is all in the money. It’s more 
the growth you receive 
as a person and the time 
and financial freedom to 
be able to give of yourself 
to something you really 
believe in. That’s why we 
created giveoils.org.”

The Dream:  
“I’ve always traveled and 
done work overseas helping 
people, and I get to do 
that more now than I ever 
thought I would be able 
to. It’s amazing how many 
times a year we’re able to 
go overseas and work with 
the people we love. We’re 
blessed to be a blessing.”

The Cause:  
“We kept coming across 
the need for oils in other 
countries. We had no way 
on our own to give all of our 
own oils all of the time, so 
we had the idea to bring  
other people into that 
through giveoils.org. Now, 
we’re able to give so much 
more than we would  
have ever been able to  
on our own.”

The Motivation:  
“The heart of why we 
even wanted to be at this 
level is to have the ability 
to influence and make a 
positive difference in the 
world. I think we have more 
to offer the world now 
than we ever did before 
because of the refinement 
process we’ve been able to 
experience.” 

Learn more at giveoils.org. 
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For Alisse Coil, success in her 
dōTERRA business required 

coming to an understanding that she 
was enough. she has always been a 
shy person and has never lived in a 
town of more than 2,000 people. she 
would go to convention and see all 
the top successful leaders and feel 
overwhelmed. she says, “I realized that I 
can make all the excuses I want, or I can 
love who I am and find a way for it to 
work for me.” Alisse knows what it’s like 
to walk in to teach a class or work up 
the courage to make a follow-up phone 
call and feel incredibly small. she says, 
“No matter how small you feel, you’re 

still enough. you’re still exactly what 
those people need at that time.” 

Alisse discovered dōTERRA when she 
met Natalie Goddard at a farmer’s 
market and soon discovered how well 
the products fit her family’s needs. she 
was a closet user at first, and only shyly 
shared and sampled, knowing people 
might think she was weird. Natalie 
drove out and taught her a class, and 
Alisse was amazed when she enrolled 
10 out of the 12 people there. she 
says, “Watching her, I felt like I could do 
what she did, teach the way she taught, 
and care for people the way she cared 

for them. Every single person that she 
enrolled that night felt like they had 
made a new friend—and they had. I 
felt confident that I could learn how to 
model that same business approach.” 

For a long time, Alisse felt like she 
borrowed other people’s “why” for 
building her dōTERRA business. Then 
one day, her daughter texted her that 
she had sold her first bottle of essential 
oil, and Alisse discovered her own why. 
she says, “In that moment I realized 
that was what I wanted to do. I wanted 
to empower the next generation so 
that when I’m too old and blind to 

“My husband has been my 
main support. He’s the one 
I cry to. He gives me advice, 
and he sticks by me.” 

Rick & Alisse Coil 
DuCHEsNE, uTAH, usA
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read the label on the bottle, my kids and 
grandkids will still care for me naturally.” 
she’s amazed that after all her kids have 
seen her go through, they are still eager 
to build their own businesses as soon as 
they’re 18. “I have been able to leave that 
legacy to my children that they can do 
amazing things.” 

Once, during Diamond Club, Alisse 
was telling Emily Wright all about her 
discouragement and frustration with 
the imperfections and realities of her 
business. As Emily encouraged her not 
to give up, a children’s song popped into 
Alisse’s head about a little stream that 
made the grass greener wherever it went. 
“I decided that I was going to live by that 
motto. Wherever I go, I want the grass to 
be greener because I was there.”

“EvEn tHougH I fEEl InadEquatE 
at tIMEs, I’M EnougH. I’M wHat 
pEoplE nEEd. wItH tHat, I know tHat 
EvErybody ElsE out tHErE Is EnougH 
and tHEy wIll bE wHat pEoplE nEEd.” 

BAlAncing Work
And FAmilY

“Even though I feel 
inadequate at times, 
I’m enough. I’m what 
people need. with 
that, I know that 
everybody else out 
there is enough and 
they will be what 
people need.” 

Clearly separate dōtErra time and 
family time. “My leaders know that on 
Sundays I don’t use my cell phone. That’s 
focused family time.” 

Create self-reliance in leaders. “They 
know I won’t always be at their beck and 
call. It’s created an awesome team that is 
able to work with each other crossline.”

set the example for your team. “They 
see that I value my family time and it lets 
them know that it’s OK for them to block 
out their family time as well.” 
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Joy Bernstein
sAN FRANCIsCO, CAlIFORNIA, usA

Joy had always used essential oils 
and immediately could tell that the 

dōTERRA products were high quality. 
Corinna Barrus, now a Blue Diamond, 
came to the natural health clinic where 
Joy worked. Corrina enrolled the clinic 
to receive the products, but Joy felt like 
she didn’t have time to do the business 
herself. later, she was laid off from 
work and suddenly her time was free 
for dōTERRA.

Corinna offered to mentor Joy and work  
closely with her to build a business. Joy 
says, “This opportunity seemed really 
unique in the sense that I could create 
my own reality in the way I had always 
dreamed of doing.” she jumped in and 
hit Gold in four months. 

she knows she owes a lot to Corinna’s 
support and mentorship. she says, 
“she had the foresight, direction, and 
experience to be able to home in and 
help me make it happen really quickly. 
We were a good pairing. We got along 
so well, and I really have her to thank.” 

As a single mom, it was important for 
Joy to feel the support that Corinna 
gave her. she was also motivated to 
build her business so that she could 
have more time to spend at home 
with her daughter. she says, “I had to 
sacrifice some of that time to get my 
business off the ground, but I made 
a point to stay really focused during 
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“Maintain the belief that your business is going to  
happen and that you’re creating something really powerful.”
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every single moment I didn’t have with 
her. I trusted that if I threw myself into 
this fully and completely that I would be 
able to create a momentum that would 
sustain me.” 

Now that she is Diamond, Joy has 
become passionate about sharing the 
business opportunity with others. she 
says, “I have the opportunity to watch 
all these people blossom, develop, and 

grow into their most powerful selves—
that in and of itself is so gratifying. 
It’s not just about earning money, 
but it’s also about creating a life with 
like-minded individuals, surrounding 
yourself with things that you believe in, 
and being able to support your family in 
the process.” 

Joy now feels as though she has found 
her true purpose in life. “I am so much 

more self-assured now. I can help 
people create the lives that they want.  
I can empower people to be in control 
of their entire wellbeing. I have been 
able to learn about myself, grow 
through what used to be obstacles, 
and let go of limiting beliefs as a result 
of the work that I’ve done to create my 
business. I know that if I continue on 
this path, I am going to develop into a 
more powerful version of myself.” 

“we get to work in a cooperative environment where our success is owed to the success of the people underneath 
us. we get to help build their confidence, create their success, and watch them grow and blossom in the process.” 

“Keep supporting the people who are asking for help. Make sure you work with 
people deep down in your organizations.”

“Pull in your leaders as much as possible so that everyone is learning from the 
experience and everyone is feeling empowered and included.”

 “Meet them where they need support even if you need to take an abnormal 
approach.”

 “The more we can accommodate the people on our team, the more we’re going to 
see them come out of their shells, step up, and start to shine.” 

Help everyone  

Get your leaders 
involved 

fiGure out wHat 
tHey need

Help tHeM Gain 
ConfidenCe

a CulturE of support

“I do my best to focus on 
the positive and trust in 

the process. It’s ok to have 
challenges. It’s all going to 

work out.”
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Steve & Brenda Brown
EAGAR, ARIZONA, usA
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Brenda Brown had always tried to 
live a good life. she raised and 

homeschooled four children, and her 
husband, steve, worked hard at his career. 
she says, “I guess I was going to wait until 
the end of our lives and think, ‘Well, we did 
the best we could.’ I had no clue that you 
could be the architect of your own life.” 
That was, until she discovered dōTERRA. 

It was Brenda’s daughter who introduced 
her to essential oils, and once she saw their  
effectiveness she decided to get involved 
in the business opportunity. Though the  
Browns had sworn themselves off of network  
marketing years before, Brenda could tell  
there was something different about 
dōTERRA. still, she never imagined she would  
reach silver, let alone Diamond. It was after  
attending a major network marketing 
event that she realized she could make 
her life whatever she wanted it to be. she 
says, “I thought, ‘How would I want my 
end years to be if I could architect my life?’ 
That’s when it changed for me. I don’t have 
to accept whatever is good enough.” 

The Browns live in a small town of only a few  
thousand people. A lot of people there have  
a very small income. They have seen people  
make the huge sacrifice to bring dōTERRA 
into their lives and know that you can never  
underestimate the value of a small rural 
community. Brenda says, “In big cities you 
have a tremendous population, but your 
strength in a small town is trust.” When you’re  
familiar with them and their culture, people  
in small towns are often more likely to trust  
the value of what you’re sharing with them. 
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The Browns know they would be 
nowhere without the support of their 
team. Brenda says, “They have such 
awesome strengths and hearts. We are 
really blessed to have the leaders that 
we have. They are all so different. It’s 
kind of like the beam in a house holding 
up the roof. They are what supports us.”  

The Browns feel that they are no different  
from anyone else, and sometimes laugh  
to think they are Diamonds. Brenda says,  
“We all start at the same place. Anyone 
can do exactly what we have done.  
you don’t have to be extraordinary.  
No matter where you’re at in life, this  
is a natural fit for everyone.” 

Today, their lives are changed, and they 
are better people because of dōTERRA.  
They are grateful to be a part of a company  
that they believe in. steve says, “dōTERRA 
has always handled everything with the 
utmost integrity, and I’m pleased to be 
a part of something that I’m not at all 
ashamed of. I have confidence in the 
company that I’m with, and I enjoy that.”  

flasHliGHt: “I was shining a flashlight over my whole team in 
a major way. This is powerful and it can penetrate and heal as we 
explore together, but you also need to focus your energy.”

laser BeaM: “You need the laser beam effect to focus in on 
specific people in your team who need help. When I did that with 
one of my team members, she got to Silver in six weeks. Being 
laser-focused gave us stronger legs and a more stable structure.” 

TEAM SUppORT: tHE FLAsHLiGHt Vs. LAsEr BEAM APPrOACH

“I had been looking for 
an investment to make, 
and I decided to make it 
in brenda. It was the best 
investment I have ever 
made in my life.” –Steve 

I don’t think we’ve done anything special that other people can’t do.  
We’ve just kept our nose to the grindstone. 

–Brenda
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Jung Hoon lee had been a top leader  
in another network marketing company  

for five years before being introduced to 
dōTERRA. He used the products for two 
months and took them to aromatherapy 
experts to check their quality. He also flew  
to the dōTERRA corporate office in the  
united states and met with the executives.  
He says, “I started doing the business 
after I found I could have confidence in  
the executives’ management philoso-
phies and abilities as well as the 
excellence of the essential oils.” 

Jung Hoon has found that the 
possibilities for an essential oils 
business in Korea are as limitless as 
the blue ocean. He says, “The potential 
market is very large and only beginning.” 
He knows that dōTERRA will stand apart 
from the other businesses around 
because their product is unique, 
effective, and the company has a strong 
philosophy and mission. He says, “This 
company is different because it helps, 
loves, and shares with other people.” 

His advice to new builders is to first gain 
confidence in the dōTERRA products, 
then find a clear purpose for doing the 
business. New builders should make 
sharing the essential oils about loving 
and helping other people. He feels he 
has found a downline team that does 
this successfully. He says, “They are 
great people who are as passionate as I 
am. They encourage, motivate, and help 
me to remember my original purpose 
for doing this business. They also 
praise and encourage each other by 

Jung Hoon Lee
sEOul, sOuTH KOREA
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recognizing each other’s improvements 
and working together as a team.” 

Jung Hoon makes sure to regularly 
communicate with his team. He evaluates  
where they are at in achieving their goals,  
discusses how they can improve and 
do the business better, makes a weekly 
and monthly business plan, and talks 
about the support and help they need. 

He also holds regular business seminars 
to share the business opportunity with 
people. At these seminars, leaders 
inform attendees about the company, 
products, compensation plan, and 
vision of dōTERRA. He says, “People 
want to be motivated and satisfied with 
the products and the business. Before 
they master them, they need your 
experience and help.”

He says that reaching Diamond was just 
one part of his ultimate goal to make 
essential oils a part of every family’s 
lifestyle. He says, “If you want to become 
Diamond, you first need to help your 
team members succeed. Have a specific 
goal and work toward it every day. 
Dreams do come true.” 

HoW To BuILd A SuCCeSSfuL BuSIneSS
“To succeed, you should build a system that helps others succeed.”

establish your 
own dream and 

vision.

List people you 
can share your 

experience with.

Meet them and 
tell them your 

story. 

encourage 
them to try the 

products. 

Invite them 
to business 
seminars to 
share the 
business 

opportunity.

Become 
educated on 
the products, 

business, 
marketing, and 

leadership. 

“I positively recommend the dōtErra 
business to others because I see how 
satisfied dōtErra customers are.” 

“Leaders need to have initiative and passion. they are proactive 
in education and training and always work hard.”

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Brett & farrah Collver
sOlDOTNA, AlAsKA, usA

Like many other Alaskan men, Brett 
Collver used to take a plane to work. 

He flew hundreds of miles to the North 
slope oil fields and was away from his 
family for two weeks at a time. His wife, 
Farrah, says, “This works really well for 
some families, but it was not for us. We 
did that for seven years and we were 
looking for a way out.” 

When Farrah was first introduced to 
dōTERRA, it didn’t take her long to take 
interest in the business opportunity. 
she thought at first that it might be 
something she could be involved in after  
her kids left home, but as she shared 
and began to hold classes, she quickly 
saw that dōTERRA could be the way to 
get her husband out of the oil fields. 

One day, Farrah called Brett at work 
and told him that with the direction the 
business was going, it was going to be 
too big to do it by herself. she wanted 
him to quit his job and come work with 
her. Brett walked into his boss’s office 
that day and resigned. The Collvers 
had yet to reach silver at the time, but 
two years later they’re glad they took 
the risk. Farrah says, “We really feel like 
everything in our life prepared us for 
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“I didn’t want to be stuck working for an oil  
company on the North Slope for the rest of my life— 

so I switched oil companies.”— Brett   
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this and it was the right timing for us. 
We both knew we could do it.” 

It was a transition to have Brett at 
home and to figure out his place in the 
business. Farrah had been a stay-at-
home mom for 16 years and now was 
working and traveling, while Brett had 
a lot more time at home to be involved 
with their children’s schoolwork and 
activities. Over time, they developed 
their own roles in dōTERRA. Farrah 
maintained the role of contacting and 

teaching, while Brett became the expert 
on all things business. 

Their core leaders have been their 
biggest support. Brett says, “They push 
us to become better so we can turn 
around and teach them how to be 
better. They want us to be their leaders 
and they keep pushing us higher.” They 
have enjoyed being able to pick who 
they work with and have developed 
strong relationships with these people. 
Farrah says, “Our leaders emerged as 

people of high integrity and ethics and 
so we pursued them. Because they 
were people that we admired, we put a 
lot of effort into building relationships 
with them.” 

Because of dōTERRA, the Collvers have 
confidence that they can make their 
dreams a reality. Farrah says, “We now 
have the tools and the vehicle to do it. 
When your dreams are in view and you 
can actually accomplish what you want 
to—it’s a happy place to be in.” 

IT dOeSn’T MaTTer If There are TwO peOple Or 20 peOple aT a claSS,  
a SucceSSful claSS MeanS ThaT yOu cOnnecTed wITh The peOple There, cared 

abOuT TheM, and Shared SOMeThIng valuable wITh TheM.  
— Farrah

Don’t get 
caught up 
with rank

Don’t be in 
a race to get 

there

Build 
steady and 
sustainable

Fortify what 
you build

Treat your 
people right

Be ethical

1 2 3 4 5 6
HOW TO BUILD A STRONG BUSINESS
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Crossline Mentoring

MENTORING

By Eric larsen, Double Diamond 
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There is always so much to learn 
as new wellness advocates join 
our company. all new members 
would love to have great support 
teams and leaders who look out 
for them as they start their journey 

with dōTerra. Our best leaders help people set 
their own individual goals, develop strategies, put 
plans in place to obtain them, and inspire others 
to find their own worth and potential. In short, a 
leader is successful when he or she helps others 
be successful—however that may be defined by 
the new wellness advocate who is starting with 
dōTerra. but, what do you do when people from 
other organizations or someone outside of your 
pay level comes to you looking for help? 

Some might be tempted to ask the following 
questions: 

“How can I reasonably help someone else when I 
am already stretched 24/7?”

“Shouldn’t I be focused on my own career path and 
downline rather than helping someone that already 
has their own upline?”

“Won’t I be helping people who will compete 
against me?”

“If I do it for one person, won’t I likely be 
bombarded by requests for help and advice?”

here are a few tips for becoming a great mentor 
and helping others have success—especially those 
outside of your immediate support circle:

1.  be willing to pay it forward. It takes time and energy 
to be a great mentor. however, good business builders 
realize that their success depends on helping other people. 
Take people under your wing that will use your advice and 
training in productive and constructive ways. That means 
being professional, following up on goals, and, especially, 
being willing to support others. 

2.  work with those who have the same sense of mission as 
you do. Good mentors love turning mentees into mentors 
by connecting them with others who need their advice.  
Mentoring goes both ways: when different dōTERRA 
teams come together, their blend of skills can be highly 
complementary. By being the very best mentor to people 
outside your team, you will build a network of trusted 
friends that will be able to help you with your difficult 
projects in the future.

3.  Help those who want to do the right things for the 
right reasons. great mentors recognize that professional 
interests blend with personal interests. They understand 
that mentoring someone’s career is linking dōTerra to 
the rest of his or her life, and that being a high-character 
person is more important than having all the right skills to 
make money. 

4.  don’t get burned out. It is easy to spend so much time 
mentoring other teams that you neglect your own team  
or your family. Make sure you are performing at your peak 
before you take on someone new. Set limits and have 
mentees work around your schedule.

5.  recognize the rewards—leave a legacy. There’s a lot of 
personal satisfaction that comes from watching someone 
you care about reach his or her full potential. however,  
I have always felt that I have learned something new about 
me or improved in some area of my life because of the 
time I have spent with someone else. when I share what  
I learn, I feel like I am leaving a legacy that will live beyond 
what I can personally do because that person will go and 
do the same thing. The best thing that can happen to me is 
for someone to take something I have done, expand on it, 
and make it better.  ●
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Rebecca Gillespie was originally 
introduced to dōTERRA essential oils 

while living with her family in switzerland. 
she really liked them and bought several 
kits, but found herself using them only 
occasionally. It was a couple years before 
she got a call from her sister, Jeanette 
Fransen, asking Rebecca to join her in 
building a dōTERRA business. 

Rebecca agreed, mostly out of a desire to 
help her sister. Her husband, Brian, gave 
her his full support, and the sisters started 
building. They taught their first class 
without ever having been to a class, and 
they enthusiastically shared with everyone. 
They made lots of mistakes along the way, 
learning as they went.  Rebecca says,  
“We learned that you don’t necessarily 
need someone holding your hand the 
entire way to be successful. you need to 
put yourself out there and be willing to 
make mistakes. you only have to make a 
mistake once to learn from it.” 

They learned that a successful class 
includes eliminating distractions and 
presenting yourself as a professional in 
the way you look and act. Rebecca also 
recommends practicing holding classes 
beforehand. she says, “Practice doing it, 
and keep doing it often enough that it 
becomes really easy. Nothing becomes 
easy before it’s been hard.” 

“all I have is determination 
and commitment. If you have 
those things—which anyone 
can—you can be successful.” 

Brian & Rebecca Gillespie 
AllEN, TEXAs, usA
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Determination and 
Commitment
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Today, their team includes two other 
sisters, a brother, and their mom. 
Rebecca says, “It’s fun to be able to 
work with family and help each other 
out. It’s an advantage for us because 
we don’t have to be good at everything. 
somebody is going to be good at 
something, so we just band together.” 
Jeanette supported Rebecca by 
traveling, teaching, and enrolling,  
and Rebecca took care of the follow-up 
while her little kids were asleep. 

Rebecca and her sister built with the 
intention of growing big, and they made 
sure to be open with everyone about 
their intention.  “I found my top three 
builders within my first week. I was 
actively telling people, ‘This is what we’re 
looking for. This is our plan. Do you 
want to join us?’” They look for leaders 
who are consistent and ready to learn 
and improve themselves. she says, 
“They have to look forward and put in 
the effort to develop themselves into a 
person who is a Diamond.”

As a mom, Rebecca is glad that she was 
able to find a way to help her family be 
healthy and share with others. Because 
she had no prior business experience 
or medical background, she knows she 
is proof that any average person can 
be successful with dōTERRA. she says, 
“I love being able to teach and help 
people and change their lives. I really 
love what I do.”  

DO 2 THINGS EvERy DAy

2
1 pERSONAL DEvELOpMENT. “Read the books that your leaders tell you to read. Do what they 

tell you to do, because they have your best interest at heart.”

BE CONSISTENT. “There are little things that are easy to do and easy not to do that make all 
the difference in whether or not you’re successful. This stuff is what will develop you into the 
person you want to become.” 
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&When melody Covino-Watts 
attended her first dōTERRA 

class, she felt as though she had 
discovered the missing link in alternative  
medicine. she had been involved in 
alternative medicine for 14 years, 
and she was amazed at everything 
she learned about essential oils. After 
the class, she went to her upline and, 
without being asked, declared her 
intention of starting a business. 

After hosting a few classes and hitting 
the rank of Elite, melody’s life took a 
traumatic turn. Because of several 
unfortunate events, including a painful 
divorce, her mother’s death, and 
complicated legal issues, it was a year 
and a half before she was able to 
devote herself fulltime to her dōTERRA 
business. At the beginning of 2013, she 
was finally able to plunge in. she was 
motivated not only by her passion for 
sharing essential oils, but by a strong 
desire to be at home with her two 

Melody & Walter Covino-Watts
EAGlE, IDAHO, usA 
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             overcome  

“I think our minds are really 
powerful. My mindset was that 
I know there are people out 
there like me who have never 
discovered essential oils, and 
when they do, they’re going to 
love them as much as I do.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs
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children. she hit silver in a few months 
and within nine months was Diamond.

melody didn’t believe at first that hitting 
Diamond would be possible for her. 
she says, “I thought that was something 
only the top 1 percent could do. It was 
when I saw the regular stay-at-home 
moms around me start to hit Diamond 
that I realized I could do it too. I 
understood that dōTERRA isn’t like 
other network marketing companies—
anybody who wants to make money 
in this business can.” Today, she is 
motivated to show her team how they 
can hit Diamond as well. 

she knows someone is ready for 
the business opportunity when the 
products have become a part of their 
lives. she says, “When someone feels 
like it’s their lifestyle they’re sharing 
instead of a product they’re pushing, 
then they are a lot more likely to 
succeed in the business.” When people 
are trying hard and failing to progress, 
melody knows it’s their belief system 
that is limiting them. It is these limiting 
beliefs that she has to help them 
overcome.  

melody is grateful that because of 
dōTERRA she has time to spend with 
her kids and has developed important 
leadership skills. she is also grateful 
that she didn’t let her difficulties in 
life get in the way of her success. “It’s 
OK that I went through some harsh 
life circumstances, because it taught 
me how to persevere, to choose 
my future, and to not be a victim of 
my circumstances. No matter what 
happens, you can still be successful.” 

I targeted alternative 
medicine business 
owners. I definitely  
also want to help 
mothers, but mainly  
I found it important  
to target people that 
were like-minded.

I did practice 
management for 
alternative medicine 
practitioners prior to 
dōTeRRA, so I went to 
these clinics and put  
up sign-up sheets for 
my classes.

I developed a new 
patient marketing 
system for chiropractors 
using the medicine 
cabinet makeover.  
I also developed an 
essential oils and 
chiropractic brochure 
with dr. Martha nessler. 

AdvErtising to BusinEss 
oWnErs

 P E r s E v E r E    

             overcome  

“What you focus on expands. When i started focusing on my business, it started to grow 
and there was no stopping it. if you’re one foot in and one foot out because you don’t believe  
you can do it or it’s not a priority, then you will probably stay stuck. You have to focus.” 

melody with her new husband, Walter, and their combined family of five children. 
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Kristann Gillies spent two and a half 
years refusing to have anything to do  

with dōTERRA. she had been a big leader 
in other network marketing companies, 
and after several heart-breaking exper-
iences vowed she would never do another  
one again. People would drop essential 
oils off at her home and she would throw  
them away. Then her health took a dramatic  
plunge, and it was an AromaTouch massage  
that left her with a feeling of peace like 
she hadn’t experienced in years. she said 
afterwards, “If I’m going to die, I want to die 
feeling like this.” 

Though she was going bankrupt with 
medical bills, she scraped enough money 
together to buy an Every Oil Kit. she still 
avoided the business, but became an 
avid user. Her friends and family became 
interested in the essential oils and wanted 
her to teach classes for them. Though she 
was sick and didn’t know how to teach a 
class, she did it to help them out. she says, 
“I tell people it doesn’t matter if you know 
anything or everything. Just go out and share  
these gifts. They bless everyone’s lives.” 

It was when Kristann’s health improved 
that she finally decided to really participate  
in the business. she says, “I felt like I had an  
obligation to give back to the whole world.  
I am so proud to be a part of dōTERRA, 
and I tell it to every person I know.” Her  
sister and her daughter were the only people  
she brought over from her previous network  
marketing businesses, but her dōTERRA 
business still grew quickly because she 
found the product so easy to share. 

Kristann Gillies 
HIGHlAND, uTAH, usA
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“a leader doesn’t 
create followers.  
a leader creates 
more leaders.” 
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MakE a 2–5 yEar plan. 
“If you plan on getting  
rich quick, this is not  

going to work for you.  
This takes work.”

gIvE up tHE tIME. 
“you have to be willing to 

give a few years of your life 
right now, then you’ll be able 
to live the rest of your life like  
most people never get to.” 

EstablIsH your wHy.
“Once you have your why 
and your dream, you can 

always reflect back on that. If 
you want it bad enough, you  
will do anything to get it.” 

don’t gIvE up. 
“I see people all the time 

get all excited then hit some 
bumps and quit. never quit. 

Stay focused.”

Kristann has enjoyed working closely 
with her family. she says, “We do really 
well because I believe that they’re 
brilliant. I believe every leader on my 
team is brilliant, so I give them lots 
of respect. We do this all together. I 
motivate them and they motivate me.” 

It’s important to Kristann to create 
leaders by inspiring her team and 
helping them to believe in themselves. 

she feels that her job is to provide 
people with solutions by listening to 
their needs and desires. she says, “I 

didn’t set out to become a Diamond. 
I wanted to help people and to give 
back. This is a gift I want to share 
with everyone I can. My dream is that 
everyone can go through this lifestyle 
change—and they can. It’s achievable.” 

“Our team is really getting into teaching classes on using essential 
 oils with horses. people will often buy oils for their horses before they’ll use  

them on themselves. It’s been amazing.” 

AdvicE to nEW BuildErs
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Thomas & Amy Glenn
CHEHAlIs, WAsHINGTON, usA

Amy Glenn told her sister-in-law, 
Kalli Wilson, that she was not 

interested in dōTERRA multiple times. 
Both Amy and her husband, Thomas, 
are musicians. Thomas is a professional 
opera singer and Amy is a pianist and 
an opera coach. she says, “At the time, 
I didn’t feel like I had room for anything 
else in my life.” she did agree to try 
essential oils for her husband and was 
blown away when they worked. she 
immediately wanted to try them all. 

It was when Kalli suggested that a 
dōTERRA business didn’t have to take 
her away from her music that Amy 
became open to giving that a try as 
well. Amy also got excited about the 
prospect of Diamond Club. she says, 
“I knew my leaders were scattered 
around the globe and that there would 
be a high investment to build my 
business in the beginning. I knew that 
with the Diamond Club opportunity, I 
could afford and justify doing this.” she 
jumped right into Diamond Club and 
today has done it four times. 

she recommends Diamond Club to 
everyone on her team. “Diamond 
Club is a win-win situation. you have 
nothing to lose with it. Just getting 
yourself qualified is great. Even if you 
don’t get qualified, you’re that much 
closer for the next time. There’s always 
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GIVE  
Unconditionally

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs

“The bIggeST reward IS TO See hOw Many peOple’S  
lIveS ThIS haS changed. IT’S juST OverwhelMIng.” 
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“Music was 
always My 
first love, but 
because the oils 
worked for us, 
i couldn’t help 
but share.” 

a heavy investment in the first part of 
this business, so I say why not utilize 
an opportunity that is going to help 
you get there faster and also help you 
financially? Diamond Club does that.” 

Thomas has a busy travel schedule 
with his opera career, and Amy also has 
many obligations with her music, so 
running her dōTERRA business along 
with that has been challenging. she 
says, “The fun part is I’m able to show 

people that you can come from many 
walks of life and do dōTERRA. you just 
have to get creative with it. you have to 
be willing to be flexible. I spend many 
mentor sessions at the piano bench 
in the middle of an opera rehearsal. If 
something is a priority, I make it work. 
I don’t see doing all this as an obstacle, 
but as a challenge. I don’t waste time 
thinking about how hard it is; I look at 
how I can make it happen.” 

Amy says she honestly didn’t expect 
her dōTERRA business to work in the 
beginning, but she worked at it as 
though she did. “you give so much with 
so little return in the beginning. you 
have no idea if it’s even going to pay 
you anything. To be willing to throw 
myself into that and serve anyway, has 
really softened my heart. It’s been eye 
opening.” 

Work ethic: “My career in music taught me the value of a good work ethic, consistency, and building 

something over time. You can’t cram for an opera the night before. The same applies to a dōTeRRA organization.”

Mentoring: “every musician is unique, and the same is true for our leaders in dōTeRRA. That’s what makes it 

fun. You have to find everyone’s unique qualities and capitalize on that. That’s where it all starts.”

Sensitivity: “I have been trained to pick up on every technical issue a musician might have. As a mentor, 

I can’t fire hose them with all of their flaws right away or it would kill their fire. I also have to be sensitive to 

the blocks my dōTeRRA leaders may have. I have to talk to them openly, ask the right questions, and build a 

relationship of trust so we can help each other.”  

no Attachments: “opera productions cost millions of dollars to put on, but it’s not a money-making 

business. We give, we invest, and at the end of the day we have no control over how it’s received. This is true in 

both music and dōTeRRA. We need to give without an emotional attachment to the outcome—unconditionally.”

MuSIC & eSSenTIAL oILS: PARALLeLS THAT HeLP GRoW A BuSIneSS
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When Christy Hughes’s old 
roommate first told her about the 

success she was having with dōTERRA 
essential oils, Christy didn’t think much 
of it. Her old roommate persisted and 
gave her some samples. Within a week, 
the oils she was given were able to meet 
her needs, and she called her friend back 
to tell her they had worked. Knowing 
Christy couldn’t afford a kit, another old 
roommate gifted her $200 to spend on 
oils. With the oils in her home, Christy 
quickly fell in love. she made room in 
her grocery budget to afford her $100 
monthly order. 

Her business began simply with a desire 
to get her essential oils for free. she says, 
“I didn’t care about a bunch of money,  
I just wanted my oils. They were the new 
normal in our home.” Her old roommate 
began announcing that she was coming 
to town and holding classes, so Christy 
needed to get her friends there. Christy 
says, “she had faith in me. she really 
thought I would do well if I ever gave it a 
chance.” Eventually, Christy started doing 
classes on her own and everything grew 
from there. 

As she hit each rank, the next rank no 
longer seemed so impossible. she says, 
“When you break it down, you realize 
getting to the next rank is not that difficult. 
you just keep taking the same steps  
you’ve taken all along. I knew I could get  
to Diamond—it was just a matter of time.” 

Reid & Christy Hughes
sPRING HIll, TENNEssEE, usA
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“This business changed 
the person in my mirror.  

It has stretched me, grown 
me, and blessed me in 

many ways.” 
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31 2do the magic formula: sharing,  

following up, holding classes,  

educating new Wellness Advocates,  

and duplicating yourself. 

don’t underestimate structuring  

your team properly. It’s a huge part of 

helping you and your downline. 

never give up. Know it’s attainable.  

The habits that got you to each rank 

before will get you to the next. 

dIaMond tIps

From her past sales experience, Christy 
knows that people don’t want to be 
sold, they want to be served. she says, 
“If you can serve them in a way that they 
know that you genuinely care, then the 
success will come. Our products change 
lives. We help people get what they 
need.” she has found that many people 
are looking for an alternative for their 
health care, but when they walk into a 
health food store for the first time, they 

get overwhelmed. “When they come to 
a class, we empower them and educate 
them so they gain confidence to use 
essential oils.” 

It’s when the products become their 
new normal that people organically 
begin to share. “I have had very few 
people want to go straight into the 
business—I didn’t want to go straight 
into the business—but as the oils 
become their new normal, then they  

see that it’s a viable business.” she’s 

seen people who have no time for a 

business still sharing and buying sample 

vials, because they know how much  

they can help others. 

Christy has found great fulfillment in 

her dōTERRA business. she says, “When 

I see dōTERRA changing lives for the 

better, it makes every bit of the hard 

work completely worth it.” 

“At first my husband called me a voodoo witch doctor, but he  
quickly saw that the essential oils were effective. Once he saw my passion 

for this, he got onboard and supported me.”
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Kalli Kenney had tried both essential 
oils and network marketing before 

with no success. dōTERRA changed her 
mind about essential oils when she saw 
how effective they were for her family.  
she says, “I am a natural sharer. When 
there is something that is working for me 
and I have friends or family that I know 
need it, I can’t help but share.” 

Then Kalli received several checks in the 
mail, and she had no idea why. she called 
member services to see if there had been 
a mistake. she discovered that people she  
shared with had gotten onto her website 
and enrolled under her without her knowing  
it. she says, “I thought, ‘Oh my goodness, 
this is the easiest thing I have ever done.’ 
I wasn’t teaching classes or seeking out 
opportunities to share the business at all. 
It was all organically grown.”

she and her mother attended convention 
because they thought it would be a fun 
mother-daughter vacation. Her mom 
came back ready to start teaching and 
sharing. she sat Kalli down and told 
her this was a viable business and a 
tremendous opportunity. Kalli could join 
her now, but no matter what, her mom 
was doing this. Kalli says, “my mom really 
was the instigator. she was the one who 
painted the vision of what dōTERRA could 
be. I’m so grateful that I believed in her 
and the picture of possibility that she 
painted. I didn’t know what all this would 
turn out to be.” 

Mike & Kalli Kenney
AuBuRN, AlABAmA, usA
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Capture the  Hope 

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs

“it’s an important tool 
to be able to recognize 
when you’re falling into 
patterns of negative 
thinking. our belief 
system is important to 
our journey. decide to 
believe the very best 
possibilities.”
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Kalli had been working at a chiropractic 
office and really enjoyed her job there, 
but before long her dōTERRA business 
was greatly surpassing that income 
and providing her with an even greater 
opportunity to help others. she says, “If 
you love people and will seek to share 
and help them, your business is going to 
grow naturally. your heart needs to be 
involved, not your head.”

With not only her mom but her siblings, 
in-laws, and other extended family 
on her team, Kalli has learned how to 
structure family members the right way. 
she says, “What we have found works 
best is to stack them on top of one 
another. That way everyone will have a 
vested interest in helping each other. It 
eliminates competition and it’s just 

a more effective and efficient way to 
structure your organization.”

Today, she is happy to be able to help  
people find hope and fulfill their dreams.  
she says, “As I get to know people, I like 
to help them recapture their hope, their 
joy, and their ability to dream.” 

“When you share with the intention of blessing others and helping others  
achieve their goals, you will naturally be blessed. you will be blessed abundantly 

because that is the way God works.” 

PHiLOsOPHiEs AND strAtEGiEs
“It’s really ImPortaNt to be able to artIculate what your PhIlosoPhIes aND 

strategIes are. If you thINk you’re DoINg thIs busINess INtuItIvely, you’re Not 
able to Pass DowN tools to your team.” 

writE DOwN YOUr PHiLOsOPHiEs AND strAtEGiEs ON:

PLACEMENt

EDiFYiNG YOUr tEAM

ENrOLLMENt

FOLLOwiNG UP

iNCENtiViziNG

PriOritiziNG tiME BEtwEEN 
FAMiLY AND BUsiNEss
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Construction:
■  The main two corporate office buildings are four stories 

high and over 200,000 square feet. 

■  The buildings sit on top of 519 “geopiers” or rock piers that 
were embedded directly into the ground without removing 
any dirt to provide a solid foundation. 

■  Construction materials include:
	 •	 2,300	tons	of	steel
	 •	 Nearly	40	miles	of	electrical	wire
	 •	 	Maple,	cherry,	and	birch	woods	(all	harvested	using	

sustainable forestry practices)

■  Rough red sand stone walls are included in the 
construction of each building. The stone was harvested 
from a quarry in Kanab, Utah, and then processed in 
Heber, Utah. A “flamed” finish technique gives it its  
color and texture.

■  Primarily recycled materials were used in the construction, 
and more than 76 percent of construction waste was taken 
to facilities to be recycled and reused in other projects.

Beauty: 
■   The 50-acre plot was carefully worked to help maintain the 

wetlands that make up the property. Wooden walkways 
were built to allow visitors to enjoy the plants and wildlife 
that have been preserved in the area. 

■  An infinity pool with an edge that appears to flow into the  
wetlands was built in the main plaza of the campus. The design  
includes a double drop that creates the sound of rushing 
water that adds to the peaceful environment of the space. 

■  The grand atrium of the corporate offices displays four glass 
chandeliers that were handcrafted by world-renowned artist  
Tom Holman. They are suspended from the 60-foot ceiling 
by aircraft wire and are backed by a custom wood mural.

■  The fourth floor of the building also features custom murals 
painted by Chris Young, an artist best known for the ultra-
realistic look of his finished artwork.

dōtErrA has grown so fast since it was founded in 2008, that in 2011 the 
executives decided it was time to build a corporate campus to meet the 
company’s needs and represent its values for years to come. dōtErrA broke 
ground in Pleasant Grove, Utah, in March 2013 and began construction that 
April. in July 2014, phase one of the construction was complete. Below are 
some new and exciting features of this innovative campus:

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEW 

dōtErrA Campus 

dōTERRA CAMPUS
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Features: 
■  A halo built on top of the building provides a screen for  

the mechanical structures on the building’s roof.

■	 	More	than	300	LED	lights	light	up	the	halo	at	night	and	 
can change color to coincide with different celebrations  
or holidays.

■  A row of shades below the halo are set at a specific angle 
to either block or allow more sunlight into the building 
depending on the time of year. 

■	 	The	building	uses	the	Variable	Refrigerant	Flow	(VRF)	
ambiance system that utilizes Freon to cool the air and is 
the biggest system in the state of Utah.

■	 		There	are	330	separate	VRF	boxes	that	can	control	 
the climate of about 50 square feet of office space.  
Each box has its own thermostat, so inhabitants can 
change the temperature in their space without affecting  
the whole building. 

■  Each office has occupancy sensors that shut off lights  
and maintain a conservative temperature when the room  
is unoccupied.

■   The lights in the building are equipped with daylight 
sensors that dim the lights according to the amount of 
natural light coming into the building.  

The Future:  
Phase two will be completed in spring of 2015 and will add 
an additional 220,000 square feet to the campus, including a 

processing and bottling plant and will-call facilities.  ●
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Diane lefrandt and Jessica smuin 
were introduced to dōTERRA 

by a mutual friend, shelley Johnson, 

who suggested they build a dōTERRA 

business together. They didn’t know 

each other very well and were both 

skeptical of network marketing, but 

after shelley introduced them to the 

executive team and they saw their 

strength of leadership, they knew this 

was a business they wanted to get behind.  
It was only afterward that they discovered  
they had a strong product to back it up. 
They feel as though the stars aligned for 
them to do this. 

After weathering the recession, the 
importance of creating multiple streams 
of income became clear to Diane and 
Jessica. When looking at dōTERRA, Diane 
and Jessica often said to each other, 

“This thing has legs.” They reached  
silver in six weeks. Their volume has been  
increasing every month since, and they’ve  
maintained a retention rate of 75 percent  
in their team. Diane says, “There aren’t 
many businesses that can secure that 
kind of brand loyalty. That’s why we 
believed this was one of the most viable 
income streams we could invest in for 
both of our families’ futures.” 

Diane is a widow with seven children 
who lost her husband and the stability 
of their investments during the real 
estate recession. When they started, 
she was in school full-time and 
working as an executive for a public 
relations agency, but was looking for 
a home-based business. As a full-time 
homemaker, Jessica saw the instant fit 
that dōTERRA offered for her family. Not 
only were the products congruent with 
her commitment to natural health and 
wellness, but the business model also fit 
her priority to be a stay-at-home mom. 
They are both grateful to have found 
an opportunity that gives them financial 
stability and the freedom to focus on 
their families. Diane says, “dōTERRA 
has the most generous culture. Family 
can come first. Everyone is committed 
to this business for that same type of 
balance. It’s so refreshing.” 

Diane and Jessica’s unique situation of 
working together as business partners 
has been very effective for them, but 
they believe their relationship is rare 
and don’t recommend it to others. 

diane Lefrandt & Jessica Smuin  
AlPINE, uTAH, usA
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Jessica says, “We’ve found that we 
have complementary skill sets, but 
other people can find that within their 
own teams rather than a business 
partnership. Find the team members 
that can fill in your weaknesses.” 

They have enjoyed taking advantage 
of the rich culture of abundance and 
generosity within dōTERRA by finding 
mentors in crossline leadership. Diane 
says, “We have networked to find what 
we need and where we’re weak, and 
we have had fabulous mentoring from 
all the top leaders in dōTERRA. They 
never hesitate to give us their time 
and attention. Our advice to anyone is 
to discover what you need and what 
you’re lacking and go find help for it. 
There are great resources within the 
dōTERRA family.” 

5 tiPs on HoW You cAn Plug-in

sYstEms And trAinings—Take advantage of the great systems  
and trainings that are available today through doterrauniversity.com, 
oilsu.com, dopro.com, sharesuccess.com, and more.

mEntors And AccountABilitY—find a mentor and 
accountability partner. you may need different ones at different times 
in your growth to take you where you want to go. 

lEAdErs tEAcH And Enroll—don’t tell yourself that because  
you are supporting your team you are actively growing your business. 
you need to be actively enrolling your own leads right alongside them.

Pick onE HorsE And ridE it—adopt one presentation that 
matches your business model and teach just that. don’t switch horses. 
adapt to niche audiences as needed. 

undErstAnd tHE 80/20 rulE—focus 80 percent of your 
time and energy on the 20 percent of your business that gets results 
and advances your income. work smart on the right things.

“d TERRA supports everyone no matter where you’re planted.  
This abundance mentality is what attracted us, and that’s a culture 

we have to be fierce about protecting and cultivating.” –Diane

“even though we’re two separate families, we’re all on the same page.” –Jessica 
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Roger & Carol-Ann Mendoza
WEslEy CHAPEl, FlORIDA, usA
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“Mentoring is not just answering people’s questions, 
but also helping them gain a belief. It’s casting a vision 
for their life that maybe they don’t see.” –Carol-ann

When Carol-Ann mendoza bought her  
first kit, it sat on her dresser for six  

months, unopened. Her husband, Roger, 
says, “We didn’t know what to do with the  
oils.” Gradually, they began to use the 
essential oils and saw how they could meet  
their family’s needs. Then, they learned about  
the business opportunity. Carol-Ann says, 
“I was homeschooling, staying at home with  
four kids, but before I had always worked 
in a professional environment. I felt like 
this could be an outlet for me.” The more 
the mendozas became involved, the more 
it changed their lives.

In the beginning, Carol-Ann mainly worked 
with her best friend, Jennifer Accomando, 
who had enrolled her. They were both 
new and so nervous about teaching classes  
that they started out just playing the medicine  
cabinet makeover webinar. They would 
pause it to pass around and explain each 
oil. They did this for four months. she 
says, “Now, we pass this message on to 
others. It’s encouraging to them. If they’re 
not ready for a class, they’ll do something 
similar. They know they can work around 
their fear and keep moving forward.” 

Roger was supportive from the beginning, 
and Carol-Ann says he attended every 
single class with her. In April 2014, he 
resigned from his job to join her fulltime. 
They both can see now how much 
dōTERRA has increased their confidence. 
Carol-Ann says, “As your team grows, you 
want to do well for them, so you push 
yourself further past your comfort zone.” 

mEntor    
coNFideNce 

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs
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“The difference between dōTERRA and 
other companies is we don’t have the 
mentality of recruiting and competing, 
but of sharing and being available to 
help.” –Roger

The support they have found—not only  
from their upline, but from other crossline  
mentors and Diamond couples—has 
made the biggest difference for them. 
Roger says, “We picture the culture of 
dōTERRA as what we currently have with 
our friends. Even though they are all 
different ranks and many of them aren’t 
on our team, we treat them as part of our  
business—because they are.” Carol-Ann  
adds, “The best part of the Tulum incentive  
trip was the five-hour bus ride to the 
pyramids. We spent the whole drive 

walking around talking to people. We 
asked the other leaders, ‘What works 
for you?’, ‘What’s happening in your 
organization?’, and ‘How is it with your 
husband at home?’ All of this helped us 
to advance and learn from one another. 
It’s been amazing.” 

The Mendozas want to be these same 
mentors to others. Carol-Ann says, “We 
do mentor crossline, and it’s a wonderful 
feeling to be able to give without any 
vested interest. We’re not going to earn 

something from their growth, we’re 
just giving.” Roger says, “We want to be 
available to people so they can come 
to us and get advice. We have paved 
the path one way, so now they can get 
information and tips on how to pave 
their own path in their way.” 

MontHs 1–2:  
“This is the learning stage where 
he is shadowing everything I’m 
doing, and he starts teaching his 
own classes.”

MontH 3:  
“our children will be in summer 
camp, so from 9AM–4PM, we 
will focus on dōTeRRA. We plan 
to restructure, reorganize, find 
out what our strengths are, and 
divide up paths.”

MontH 4:  
“Then, we plan to implement.” 

MakIng tHE transItIon to HavIng your spousE at HoME

1–2 3 4

Carol-ann: “a plan needs to be in place for the transition period.  
be aware that there is a transition period and be flexible.”
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When Angela Childs moffitt was 
first introduced to dōTERRA, she 

knew very little about aromatherapy 
and didn’t understand how essential 
oils worked. Her upline, Peggy smith, 
sent her a kit in the mail, and she was 
amazed that she had never heard about 

such incredible products before. she 
says, “I was excited, and I wanted to 
share it with everyone I knew. That is 
how my passion began.”

Angela feels fortunate that she was 
then able to meet with the executives 
personally and experience who they 
really are. she says, “They are real, 
selfless, caring, loving individuals who 
want to make a difference for all of us. 
I couldn’t help but want to be a part of 
their team. I want to make them proud 
and share what they’ve shared with 
me. This is how I became so passionate 

about dōTERRA. It wasn’t just about the 
product, but the people powering the 
product.” 

Coming from a small town, Angela has 
sometimes used the excuse that there 
aren’t enough people for her to share 
with. she says, “In all reality, there are 
more than enough people and everyone 
has a different circle of friends and 
family they interact with. It’s all about 
working closely with each individual and 
getting them to understand the benefits 
of the oils. Once they get it, they want 
their family and friends to use it too.”

“I am so grateful that I was 
introduced to the founders 
of dōTerra, because they 
have changed my life. They 
believed in me.” 

Angela Childs Moffitt 
HAVRE, mONTANA, usA
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Because it takes time to grow in small 
communities, Angela has found that 
sitting down with individuals or small 
groups has been much more beneficial 
for her than large classes. she says, 
“However, I encourage everyone to 
do what is best for them. Everyone’s 
circumstances are different. I accept 
that and try to help them in any fashion 
that I can. When the time is right, they 
will shine. Helping people and feeling 
their happiness is truly the most 
rewarding part of my job.” 

After going through some difficult 
challenges in the past few years, Angela 
has learned some valuable experiences 
that have benefitted her life and her 
business. she says, “I believe everything 
happens for a reason. Every lesson 
becomes a part of my story. I am now 
more able to relate with others and 
what they are going through. Being 
able to open up completely and share 
what I’ve gone through allows others to 
do the same. It allows connections to 
form and friendships to flourish. I have 
met some of the most amazing people 
through this business.” 

 

sHArE YOUr ExPEriENCEs

BE PAssiONAtE ABOUt tHE PrODUCt

BE YOUrsELF AND sHArE wHO YOU ArE

FiND YOUr NiCHE

DO wHAt YOU’rE GOOD At

NEVEr GiVE UP

DIAMOND TIpS

“good things take time, and a 
solid foundation is definitely 
worth taking the time to build.” 

“If it weren’t for my friends, family, 
and dōtErra, I truly don’t know 
where I would be today.”
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Essential oils so dramatically changed 
Deanna Nichols’s life and health that 

she knew it was important to share the 
hope she had received. When her enroller 
suggested she could share her story and 
make money at the same time, Deanna’s 
husband, Jonathan, refused. Deanna, 
however, wanted to get her oils for free. 
she held a class and received a large Fast 
start check in the mail.

When Jonathan saw the check, his interest 
was piqued. He met with Deanna’s enroller  
and learned more about the compensation  
plan. The Nichols already owned successful  
businesses and didn’t need the money, but  
they didn’t want to go into debt in order to 
share dōTERRA. Jonathan says, “I thought it 
was basically going to be a charitable thing 
where she went around telling her story 
and never made a dime. I just wanted to 
know that it would cover its own cost.” 

He also wanted to make sure that it was 
something Deanna was passionate about. 
Deanna says, “I hadn’t been able to do 
anything for years. I had been completely 
housebound. He saw that I was really 
excited, and he said he would help me 
if I wanted to do it.” In January 2013, 
they bought an RV and spent the next 
nine months driving around the country 
sharing her story with everyone who 
wanted to hear it.

By the end of the year, they were Diamond.  
Deanna says, “We didn’t care a lot about 
being Diamond for ourselves. We felt like 
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gIve 
BaCK

“if you just keep giving what you have and sharing 
without restraint, it just keeps coming back to you in 
ways you never expected.”  —Deanna  

Jonathan & deanna nichols
CulPEPER, VIRGINIA, usA

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs
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it was something we needed to do for 
our team. We wanted them to see that 
it was possible, so we decided we were 
going to do that—and we did.” They 
went Diamond during the busy season 
for their Christmas lighting business, 
while at the same time Deanna had 
gotten pregnant with a miracle baby and 
was unable to travel. They were able 

to do it because of how well they work 
together, always picking up the slack 
when the other one was too busy. 

For the Nichols, it was never about the 
money but only about spreading the 
message of dōTERRA to as many people 
as they could. Jonathan says, “It was a 
movement we were creating, and we 

didn’t even realize it. I think you just 
run as far as you can with your passion 
and the money comes. The money isn’t 
there in the beginning; all you have is 
that drive to help people.” Deanna adds, 
“We’re at a place where we could just 
stop, coast, and enjoy what we’ve built, 
but we can’t just stop. There are so many  
more people that need to hear this.”  

“If you’ll focus on the individual and speak life into them,  
you can bring hope and healing that they never had. Doing that,  

you can change the world.”  —Jonathan

HOW TO BUILD BUILDERS

2 3 41Help them become a user.  
“They need to open their 
bottles and start using 
them. If they’re not a user, 
they can’t help someone 
else become one.”

teach them how to share. 
“Tell them to focus on 
people’s needs. Help them 
find healing, and then you 
can help them learn how  
to get their essential oils 
paid for.”

Help them find three 
friends. “That is their 
support group. Help those 
three friends find three 
friends, and you’ve got 
your oils paid for.” 

Encourage generosity. 
“once they know their oils 
are paid for and taken care 
of, they don’t hold back 
from sharing them. They 
want to hear the story of  
how the oils changed 
people’s lives.”
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evan & Adrienne Thomas
PlEAsANT GROVE, uTAH, usA
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the Power to overcome

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs

Evan and Adrienne Thomas first met 
in a 12-step program. successful in  

recovery, they rebuilt their lives and 
developed a million-dollar business in  
the landscaping industry. But, something  
was still missing from their lives. 

Evan met Presidential Diamonds Roger 
and Teresa Harding while landscaping 
their yard. He saw Teresa’s oils, asked 
her about them, and thought they would  

be a fun gift for Adrienne’s birthday.  
He didn’t realize that would be what 
got her through her current health 
struggles. Adrienne was amazed at how 
effective the dōTERRA essential oils 
were. she began attending every class 
she could to find out more about them. 
she says, “I just felt so empowered with 
all this new information I was learning.” 

It was a few years later before Adrienne 
thought about getting involved with the  
business. she had been sharing and 
referring people to Teresa or directly  
to dōTERRA corporate. she was at her  
son’s baseball game when she realized  
she had spent the whole game responding  

to text messages concerning the oils and  
helping players with the oils she had 
brought. she says, “At that moment,  
I realized I could be getting paid for this. 
I loved it and I was being of service, so 
why not just go for it?”

Adrienne became involved in building her  
own business, and today she and Evan 
are working together to share dōTERRA. 
They have always worked together, so they  
came in aware of how to make it work.  
Adrienne says, “He has his own system, 
I have my own, and through trial and 
error we discovered what our specialties 
are. We would not be where we are with  
our business if we didn’t do this together.” 

“get clear on what you 
want to create in your life, 
then take action consistent 
with that want.” –adrienne
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Coming from a background of addiction, 
the Thomases have experienced over-
coming their difficulties. Evan says, “Because  
of all our experiences, we have blossomed.  
We know what not to do. We have—step 
by step—loosened the bonds of negativity 
that have brought us here today.” 

Today, Adrienne has been able to bring 
the benefits of essential oils to people 
in treatment centers who are struggling 
with the issues she dealt with in the past. 
she feels dōTERRA has brought her life 
full circle. she says, “It’s a huge goal of 
mine to be able to share my experience, 
strength, and hope from my recovery 
with these people. I have a powerful 
tool with dōTERRA. It’s up to me to be 
that messenger and take these natural 
solutions to those who need it. That’s what 
I get to do every single day.” 

personal 
developMent

prayer / 
Meditation

exerCise

inspirational 
readinG

looKinG at our 
vision Board

aCtion planninG  
for tHe day 

T h e  P ow e r  h O u r
When we wake up, we spend an hour doing things like:

“there’s no time better than the present. If you have a desire to make the next 
rank in d terra, the time is now to step forward and take the next step.”  –Evan 

 “we encourage our team to do this as well. Through these 
daily habits, they become empowered and successful.  
we believe that personal development using mentors and 
accountability partners is the key to progress.” –adrienne
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Mariza snyder was a chiropractor 
working with a patient who was just  

starting to do much better than she had 
for a long time. mariza noticed this patient  
was really excited and thought it was because  
of her improved health. Then, she learned  
her patient’s excitement was actually because  
she was going to get a discount on fried 
chicken that day. mariza says, “It was like 
she slapped me in the face. I thought to 
myself, ‘What are my patients doing behind 
my back?’” she realized that all her hard 
work was being undone unless she taught 
her patients about proper nutrition.

After that experience, mariza became 
certified in nutrition and got involved in 
green smoothies and promoting a plant-
based lifestyle. It was from there that she 
was introduced to essential oils, and found 
that they completed her mission for plant-
based health. she introduced the oils to 
her patients and saw them improving twice  
as quickly. she says, “I was just floored by 
the experiences my patients were having. 
Every day, I am in awe of the things that I 
see happening with essential oils.” 

Today, mariza is realizing the bigger impact 
she can have by building a dōTERRA team. 
she wants to reach Presidential Diamond 
because she knows she will be able to 
expose tens of thousands of people 
to one of the simplest, easiest ways to 
transform their health. she says, “That’s 
always been my philosophy: ‘How can I 

Mariza Snyder & Alex dunks
OAKlAND, CAlIFORNIA, usA
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Creating Abundance 
“you have to love the oils and know in your 
heart that they’re doing good for others.” 
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make healthy easy?’ I know people are 
busy, that we live in a high pressure 
society, and people feel bogged down 
and helpless in terms of their own 
health care. I’ve always looked for simple 
things that I can put in front of them 
that can absolutely change and shift not 
only their body, but their mindset.” she 
feels that she has found that in essential 
oils, and she can’t not share them with 
as many people as possible. 

From the beginning, mariza wanted 
to create a culture with her dōTERRA 
team that centered on healthy living 
and nutrition. she says, “Although we 
are educating about essential oils, we 
also talk about nutrition, cleansing, and 
restoring. many times people gravitate 
to my team because they want to be a 
part of this education.” 

Because of dōTERRA, mariza has been 
able to create a team that is having a big  
impact on their community. she has 
been able to create the career of her 
dreams. she says, “It’s allowing me to 
meet my ultimate vision of impacting 
as many people as possible with a 
healthier lifestyle. It has brought me so 
much abundance.” 

 

duPlicABlE And EducAtionAl clAssEs

“My fiancé has definitely 
stepped in during those 
moments where I needed 
him to help me out. He is 
very much my ‘partner in 
crime’ in terms of healthy 
living. I have no idea  
where I found this man.  
I am super blessed.” 

I do a lot of 
research. If I 
learn really cool 
science stuff, I like 
to break it down 
super easy so 
that anyone can 
teach it.

I have a series of 
at least five to 
seven classes that 
I have created 
content for, 
taught in front 
of my team, and 
recorded. This 
way my team 
can bring the 
message to their 
people.

I get my leaders 
teaching as 
quickly as 
possible so that 
they really own 
the material. They 
become credible 
and reliable 
sources to their 
communities. 

I travel to each of 
my areas at least 
once a month.  
We have a big 
class on a topic 
that my team 
really wants me 
to touch upon—
something new 
and fresh that 
I’ve never done 
before.

I like my classes 
to be extremely 
educational so if 
someone comes 
to our class who 
is brand new, they 
come out of that 
class learning 
something 
valuable.

At the end, we 
invite them to get 
some of these 
jump starting 
tools. Change is 
hard and these 
products are 
meant to help you 
jump start that 
change.
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sHARE PROGRAM

wellness Advocates who have experienced success through the use of 
essential oils are naturally inclined to share those experiences with others. 
New wellness Advocates who follow their inclination to share essential oils 
with others have the opportunity to participate in the share Program. this 
program allows wellness Advocates in their first 60 days to earn free gifts. 

tHEShare 
Program
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How it works:
In your first 60 days of being a Wellness Advocate:

  Enroll in the program by visiting your back office at 
mydoterra.com or opt in during your enrollment process.

  Hold events to share dōTERRA essential oils with others.

  Help prospects enroll and follow up to educate them on 
essential oil uses.

  Redeem gift credits for one of the free product packages 
offered through the Share Program.

Example:
Jennifer holds three events in her first 60 days. At the first 
event,	Jennifer	enrolls	Michelle	with	a	132	PV	order	and	David	
with	a	98	PV	order.	Jennifer’s	total	PV	for	her	first	class	is	230.	
At the second event, Jennifer enrolls Stacy with a 125 PV 
order and Sam with a 189 PV order. Jennifer’s total PV for her 
second	class	is	314.	At	the	third	event,	Jennifer	enrolls	Phillip	
with a 400 PV order, Emily with a 100 PV order. Jennifer’s total 
PV for her third class is 500.

This makes Jennifer’s total PV in her first 60 days from 
enrollments 1044. Because Jennifer is enrolled in the Share 
Program, not only does she receive 15 percent in Fast Start 
bonuses, but she can also redeem her 1044 PV for a free gift 
equal to an additional 15 percent.  

share Program  
Q & A 
q. Who can participate in the Share Program?    
a. As of September 22nd, 2014, any new dōTERRA Wellness 
Advocate in the U.S. and Canada can opt into the program. 
Retail customers and Preferred Members are not eligible. In 
an effort to help all Wellness Advocates become familiar with 
the program from its inception, dōTERRA is also opening up 
the program to all existing Wellness Advocates in the U.S. and 
Canada who choose to opt in from September 22, 2014, to 
November	22,	2014.	

q. When do the 60 days start? 
a. Your 60 days start on your enrollment date, regardless of 
when you opt into the program. 

q. How many days do I have after my 60 days end to 
use the gift credits?
a.	You	have	30	days.	You	have	60	days	to	earn	gift	credits,	and	
after	that	point	you	have	30	days	to	go	back	into	the	system,	
select the gift packages you want, and have them shipped to 
you.	If	you	wait	longer	than	30	days,	the	system	will	not	have	
any record of your gift credits.

q. Can I opt out before my 60 days ends? What 
happens to my gift credits?
a. Yes, you can opt out before your 60 days ends. When you  
do	this,	you	still	have	30	days	(from	your	opt-out	date)	to	make	 
your gift package selections and redeem your gift credits.

q. If someone I enroll through the Share Program also 
enrolls people, do I earn gift credits on their orders as 
well?
a. Gift credits are only earned by the personal enroller, so your 
new enrollee will earn the gift credits from their friends’ and 
family’s orders. 

q. do I as the enroller earn gift credits on enrollment  
orders only, or will subsequent orders within my 60 
days count?
a. You, as the enroller, earn gift credits on the enrollment order 
AND	all	subsequent	orders	made	by	your	enrollees	within	
your first 60 days. 

q. Who pays for shipping, handling, and tax?
a. dōTERRA pays for all shipping within the U.S. and Canada 
using UPS Ground as well as all handling fees and taxes. 

For more information regarding the share Program 
visit mydoterra.com.  ●
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Shane & Kristin Van Wey 
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“I teach self-empowerment. I feel that when  
people know deeply who they are, they have 
unlimited possibilities. I see the oils as a way  
of breaking through barriers.” 

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs

After finding a long-awaited recovery 
through dōTERRA essential oils, 

Kristin Van Wey began sharing them 
with her massage therapy and energy 
psychology clients. she had failed at other 
network marketing ventures in the past, 
and so for a while avoided even enrolling 
to get the products wholesale. 

Then, she heard about the tragic shooting  
at sandy Hook Elementary in Newtown, 
Connecticut. she says, “I had an over-
whelming feeling that I was supposed to 
do something. I woke up the next morning 
and knew I needed to take the oils into 
sandy Hook.” she made a lot of phone 
calls and ended up being chosen to work 
with a group of 35 trauma specialists in 
sandy Hook. 

Her upline, Jared Winger, got her on the 
phone with Emily Wright. Emily said she 
and her husband had been longing for 
a way to get the oils into sandy Hook, 
so she was thrilled to send Kristin what 
she needed to help the surviving victims. 
Kristin began training the therapists she 
worked with on how to integrate the 
essential oils into their sessions. she 
says, “Each of them saw the effectiveness 
and power of the oils. It has become an 
amazing project as they continue to get 
unbelievable breakthroughs and results.”

The lead therapist brought the oils to 
Rwanda to help the survivors of the 
genocide there. Kristin also began meeting 
people who gave her the opportunity to 

Empower
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cOnnecT 
“Connect with people on a heartfelt 
level. Meet them where they are. ”

prOvIde 
“It’s about empowering people. You’re 
not doing it for them, but providing 
confidence, tools, and hope.”

SuppOrT
“When someone joins my business,  
I tell them they have joined a network 
of people who care about them.  
They have a place they can come to  
for support and education.” 

“retention comes from education, self-empowerment, and teaching people how to create solutions.”

“My husband has been 
extremely supportive.  
He provides balance while  
I am traveling and teaching. 
our roles are different and 
complementary as we invest 
in creating a foundation  
for our future.”

bring the oils to Haiti to help victims of 
the 2010 earthquake. Today, she travels 
to Haiti every six weeks, sharing the 
oils with everyone she can. she says, 
“To witness what’s possible with these 
oils in such dire circumstances has 
been extraordinary. It has completely 
changed the way I see life.” 

dōTERRA has become an amazing 
vehicle for Kristin to do what she’s  
always wanted in life. As a homeschooling  

mother of seven children, her family could  
never spare the money to travel. Now, she  
can travel, serve, and do what she loves. 
she says, “For the first time in my life, 
aside from my role as a mother, I know 
that I’m doing exactly what I came to this  
planet to do. dōTERRA provides me with  
a vehicle to serve, give, and do the things  
that are the most important to me.”

Because of dōTERRA, Kristin’s family 
has a hope and a plan for their financial 

future. she has been given the ability 
to fulfill her purpose in life and leave a 
legacy for her children. she says, “We 
are no longer limited by our finances. 
We can all live in a creative space. If 
we lived on a planet where everybody 
could focus on things they love and are 
passionate about, I believe we would be 
in a place of peace. That is why I am as 
passionate as I am. I see this for every 
single person.” 

HoW to Build rEtEntion
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Esther Vermillion had always been 
passionate about health and well-

ness and already loved essential oils 
when she was introduced to dōTERRA. 
she had heard bad things about the 
company and went to her first class 
only to support her friend. By the end, 
she was convinced of the quality and 
purity of the dōTERRA essential oils. 
she says, “I took home samples, and I 
just couldn’t believe the difference.”

Esther agreed to hold a few classes 
for her friend and had a great turnout. 
Her friend told her she was already 
doing the business and that she should 
look into getting compensated for the 
work she was doing anyway. Esther 
was happy to hear that, but was also 
intimidated by the idea. she says, “That 
was completely out of my comfort 
zone. As bad as I wanted it, I had  
never done anything like it before.” 

she was happy as a stay-at-home 
mom, but there was something still 
missing from her life. she realized 
that dōTERRA could be what she had 
been searching for. she says, “This was 
something I could do without sacrificing 
my time with my family and my little 
ones, while still creating something that 
financially would a be a huge blessing 
for us.” dōTERRA represented things 

Chad & esther Vermillion
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Conquering limiting Beliefs

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs

“dōTerra has given me a 
voice for the first time in  
my life.”
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she was already passionate about,  
and she knew she would be sharing  
a product that people really needed. 

Esther had no experience in network 
marketing, no college degree, and as a 
quiet, shy person, a dōTERRA business 
seemed far outside of her abilities. 
she says, “Part of why I did this is so I 
could overcome my limiting beliefs that 
had controlled me my whole life. With 
each breakthrough, I embraced the 
growing pains, and I saw how strong 
and powerful I really was. Each level 
of success that I achieved showed me 
that I can do this—I am doing this.”

Esther was able to hit Diamond within a 
year and has maintained it every month  
since. she says, “I was the last person 
that this would happen to. There were 
so many cards stacked against me. It was  
not natural or easy for me to do. Now, 
I’ve been able to conquer my limiting 
beliefs and come to a place where I’m 
happy and fulfilled. I can be a bearer of 
hope and life to other moms who are 
struggling and who want a voice and 
an outlet to share with others. I want to 
look everyone in the eyes and tell them 
dreams can come true, and you can get 
what you deserve in life.” 

“HittiNG DiAMOND rEPrEsENtED ALL tHAt i HAD  
OVErCOME AND wHO i wAs BECOMiNG.” 

“My husband is my behind-the-
scenes rock. He’s an amazing 
pillar of strength for me. He 
believed in me before I believed 
in myself and that gave me the 
confidence to do this.” 

 Create a vision board 
and place it where 
you see it every day. 
Visualize that you are 
already diamond and 
that you’ve achieved 
your goal.

 Inspire and serve 
your leaders by 
equipping them rather 
than enabling them. 
Help them to be 
stronger and own their 
business. 

 don’t shoot for 
perfect; do your best 
and keep going. 

 Set work hours and 
boundaries. If you do 
this well, you can build 
a successful business on 
just part-time hours. 

 Help your builders 
break down a daunting 
goal into doable steps 
and show them how 
close they really are. 

 Study and do 
what other successful 
Wellness Advocates 
are doing. Reading the 
Essential Leadership 
magazine over and over 
and emulating what I 
read made a difference 
for me.

 When you’re finished 
for the day, do one 
more thing. It’s the little 
things, done consistently 
and persistently over 
time, that make a huge 
impact.

How to buIld a suCCEssful busInEss
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“My husband and I work together very closely and effectively.  
We support each other in both the difficult times and the happy times.”

edward & Linda Ye
BEIJING, CHINA

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs
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Before dōTERRA, linda ye avoided 
network marketing. she felt that 

when her friends asked her to buy their 
products,  they put her in the difficult 
situation of choosing between their 
friendship and wasting money. she had 
experienced essential oils, but only low 
quality ones from a massage service. 
When JauChing lai, now a Diamond, 
introduced linda to dōTERRA essential 
oils, linda liked the smell and feel of  
them right away. 

Linda was a product user for almost a 
year before becoming involved with the 
business. she did not fully understand 
the business aspect of dōTERRA, and 
wasn’t interested in looking into it. she 
says, “I will call my success a random 
result. I used the product, liked it, told 
my friends and relatives about it, and it 
just grew by itself until I recognized that I 
was on to something.” 

Today, she shares the products with 
others by letting them first smell the 
essential oils. she shares how they have 
benefitted her own family and asks if 
they are bothered by the air quality or 
product safety in China, avoiding directly 
asking about their personal lives. When 
they begin to ask about specific oils for 
specific benefits, she will go from there.  

Linda never pushes people to do the 
business, but actively shares with them 
how she has benefitted from it and lets 
them make the decision on their own.  
she says, “It is a perfect business 
opportunity for those who like to 
communicate and collaborate with 
people. I enjoy it because I want my 
friends to be as successful as I am.” 
she also enjoys the opportunity and 
the challenge that a dōTERRA business 
provides. 

she knows it’s important to regularly 
support, communicate, and socialize 
with the builders she does have. she 
says, “To be Diamond, you need to bring 
love to the product and to your team. 
Talk about the products with great 
confidence and passion. Help your  
team members succeed with no 
hesitation or reservation.”

linda feels very lucky to have an upline 
that provided her with great support. 
They provided coaching and help from 
the beginning, are there for her when 
she has questions, and have been 
willing to travel to help their team grow. 
she also knows she would be nowhere 
without her downline. she says, “Without 
their hard work, dedication, and great 
collaboration, our team wouldn’t be as 
successful as we are today.” 

B R I N G  Love

“You have to experience the product first and become a true believer  
in the value of dōtErrA products.”

DiAMOND tiPs

Become a true  
believer of the product. 

enjoy the products  
and understand them.

share the products with 
friends and family.

wholeheartedly 
support your downline 

team members.

Build a great leadership 
team, support them, 

learn from them,  
and work together for 

the success of everyone 
instead of focusing  

on yourself. 
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Fumiko yoshimoto first began using 
dōTERRA essential oils in her work as 

a therapist. she knew they were quality  
the first time she used them. she hosted  
a class not only so she could learn 
more, but so she could invite others to 
learn as well. she used the oils every 
day and saw a big difference in her life. 
It was a year or two before she thought 
about taking advantage of the business. 
she says, “I started to feel like I wanted 
to share these oils with everyone. I want 
everyone to be happy and have the 
same great experiences that I did.”

Fumiko knows someone on her team is 
ready to build a business when they are 

already using the products daily. she 
helps them to start sharing and teaching 
about the product they love with others. 
As they are willing to help others, the 
business will come. she says, “Running 
this business is not an easy task, but as 
I help others I grow, I have been able to 
become financially independent.” 

she finds the dōTERRA compensation 
plan to be a healthy system for growing 
a business. she says, “People don’t get 
a big commission immediately, but I like 
that the people who put in a lot of time 
and effort get a small commission little 
by little. you can have a successful life as  
a result.” Even people who don’t have 

the intention of building a business  
can earn a small income, and she can 
share the opportunity with people as  
a way of paying for their oils instead of 
as a business. 

As a single mom, when Fumiko was  
first building her business, there  
was a period when she was too busy  
to spend a lot of time with her kids.  
she says, “Recently, my kids have  
started to understand what I do. 
They have started to help me around 
the house and have become more 
independent. Today, having time to 
spend with my kids is very special  
to me.” 

fumiko Yoshimoto 
TOKyO, JAPAN
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Focus on Others

NEW dōTERRA DIAmOND
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she has found that building her team 
is similar to building a family. she says, 
“The big key is to build relationships with 
people. you have to have a lot of patience 
and love.” she focuses on understanding 
their situation and point of view, sharing 
how she has dealt with her difficulties in 
the past, and showing them hope for  
their future. 

The most important thing Fumiko would 
tell other builders is to not think of 
yourself. she says, “Think of what you 
can do for others. Don’t think about your 
limits. Always believe in your ability. Focus 
your life on the mission of dōTERRA.” 

“My upline,  
riyo Ogawa, 
always helps me. 
She believes in 
my ability and 
supports me 
because she wants 
me to be happy.” 

SuppOrTIng yOur TeaM

       If you only think about 
yourself, I don’t think you 
can be a diamond.

follow-up: “It’s important to follow up with 
them so I know where they need help.”

MotIvatE: “remind them of their goals. If they 
don’t believe in their potential, I show it to them.”

lEad: “when they don’t know what to do, I light 
their way and walk together with them.”

forgIvE: “every human being is imperfect. we 
need to forgive others and support each other.” 
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“I am obsessed with goals. If you cannot visualize where you’re 
headed, if you don’t know the aim of where you’re trying to shoot, 
then you don’t have that crystal-clear target, and you can’t succeed. 
Clarity equals wealth, so if you can get really clear on where it is 
you’re headed, then that’s going to be your key.”

About a year and a half ago, mary woke  
up one morning with a big realization. 

she remembers, “I was on a lot of medi-
cation for pain, nausea, depression, and 
anxiety. I was 26 years old, 240 pounds,  
and I realized that this was not the life I 
wanted to be living.” With this realization, 
mary went from a casual user of dōTERRA 
essential oils to a woman building a 
business with dōTERRA, searching for a 
new beginning and healing for both body 
and mind.

With support from her husband, Chris, whom  
she calls her “rock,” mary began to make 
changes. As her health improved and her  
dōTERRA business grew, she caught a 
glimpse of where she wanted to be and 
how she could help others. Once she caught  
that glimpse, mary was ready for the next  
step—Diamond. Trying to visualize her own  
path, mary met with her Blue Diamond 
leaders Rhonda and scott Ford to see how  
they achieved Diamond. she also admits that  
she took a picture of herself at convention  
next to the “Reserved for Diamond” seating  
and used that as a reminder. Her mantra 
became: “I am a Diamond, it just hasn’t 
caught up with me yet.” Based firmly on 
this vision, mary set goals to solidify exactly 
how she would achieve her dreams.

Beyond motivating herself, mary found power  
to motivate others to succeed. When talking  
to potential team members, she helps them  

CAtCHiNG
tHE

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs

vISION
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envision a future with dōTERRA and tries 
to paint the whole picture of a dōTERRA 
lifestyle. she tells them, “Visualize on one  
hand the negative effects. If you stay stuck  
where you are today, what is that costing  
you? Then visualize the opportunities 
and the blessings that you’re going to 
be giving other people.” mary has been 
able to motivate her team by helping 
them establish clear goals and truly see 
how they can take control of their lives.

mary is constantly mentoring her team. 
she says, “The culture of my team is very  
positive. We’re always doing events around  
emotional healing, self-development, 
and focusing on growing as human 
beings. We also don’t always just have 
business meetings. We do a lot of fun 
things together as well.” mary is quick 
to add that if people feel like a part of a 
community, they feel more supported 
and are less likely to “fall by the wayside.” 

For those trying to achieve Diamond, 
mary has this advice: “Never give up. 
This is something that is a choice every 
day. Nobody’s bribing you to do this. 
you have to show up for yourself every 
day. The more you work, the more it is 
going to pay off. If you keep doing it  
and are consistent, you will get there.  
It will happen.”

S T R U C T U R I N G

AS SHE STROvE TO HIT 
DIAMOND, MARy’S MANTRA 
BECAME: “I’M A DIAMOND,  
IT jUST HASN’T CAUGHT Up 
WITH ME yET.”

ASk pEOpLE WHAT MOTIvATES THEM. “You can spend a lot of time figuring out what motivates people. To 
save yourself that time, just ask them. once you identify what motivates them, then you can speak to that.”

IDENTIFy “A” pLAyERS FROM “B” AND “C” pLAyERS. “‘A’ players are highly motivated because they have 
a lot on the line, and they have an emotional incentive that will keep them going. ‘B’ players could be ‘A’ players, they 
just haven’t ever been called on to perform 100 percent. ‘C’ players are talkers, not walkers.”

pLACE yOUR pLAyERS.   
“Keep the ‘A’ players on your frontline and place the ‘B’ players under them.”

MENTOR AND MOTIvATE.   
“Mentoring is not an individual sport. You need the entire team. The minute that somebody feels isolated, they’re 
going to quit pushing. A big key to motivating your whole downline is making them feel part of the group and creating 
a culture and a community that people want to be a part of.”  
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Molly Dayton’s husband, Taylor, has 
worked on the corporate side of 

network marketing companies for 25 
years. After seeing everything that he dealt 
with, she had a bad taste in her mouth for 
the industry. That’s why when Allyse sedivy 
approached her about dōTERRA, molly 
told her no for three years. Molly was 
good friends with Rob young, so finally she 
went and asked him about it. she says, 
“He spoke my language. I’m a numbers 
person. When Rob told me our retention 
rate was hovering around 68 percent, that 
spoke to me. I knew there was something 
to this business.”

Molly wasn’t familiar with essential oils 
when she began, so when she shared 
with people she approached it as learning 
how the oils worked with them. she also 
approached several people from the 
business side, and the first six people 
she contacted told her no. she says, “I 
think most people would’ve quit, but I just 
said, ‘I am not stopping. I am going to do 
this.’” Today, all of her builders except one 
turned her down the first time she asked 
them to join her. she says, “Now, I’m at the 
point where if someone tells me no, I just 
chuckle and say, ‘you’ll be on in six weeks.’ 
I always remember that it took me three 
years. It just takes time. you have to ease 
people into the business.” 

Molly dayton
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QUIT
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“My son, Steele, said to 
me, ‘Mom, don’t you get 
lonely when you travel?  
I have an idea. Why don’t 
you take me?’ Now he 
comes wherever I go.” 
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consistEnt stEPs to succEss

  Meetings every week

  Make everything easy and duplicable

  daily upline and downline phone calls

  personal development time 30 minutes every day

  don’t let quitting be an option

     Sometimes things are so easy 
that people don’t do it. There’s 
nothing in my equation that is 

different from anyone else. I just 
do it and keep doing it.

“WHen I SeT A GoAL, I’M GoInG To ACCoMPLISH IT no MATTeR  
WHAT IS THRoWn In MY WAY. noTHInG SToPS Me.”

Today, she is grateful for the frontline 
leaders she has found. she says, “All of 
my leaders are dedicated, responsible, 
hard-working, and they all want it. We’re 
a team. There’s no competition, but 
instead a feeling of camaraderie among 
us. We all bring so many different things 
to the table and help each other.” she  
doesn’t feel like an upline leader, but more  
like a member of her team. On the other 
hand, she’s grateful for the support 
she’s received from her upline leaders. 
she says, “I knew if I was going to do this 

business I wanted to be successful, and 
I knew that Allyse would push me to my 
goals. she and Patrick have been an 
incredible support system.” The support 
she has gotten from other crossline 
leaders has also been invaluable to 
her growth. she’s grateful that in the 
dōTERRA culture there is no competition 
between teams and everyone is 
interested in everyone’s success no 
matter what team they’re on. she has 
tried to learn from their example and 
support others in the same way. 

Molly is amazed at the self-improvement 
she has seen in herself as she has 
grown her business. she says, “It has 
given me a chance to become a better 
person and make my weaknesses into 
strengths. I’ve learned a lot of patience, 
I’ve developed friendships that will last 
a lifetime, and I know this is what I’m 
going to be doing for the rest of my life. 
I’m a people person, and this pays me to 
make friends and help people physically 
and financially. I’ve found my niche.” 
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andy goddard: “We took the first two days in Haiti to 
visit the Vetiver fields. As we drove through Port-au-Prince, 
there	was	so	much	poverty.	Natalie	and	I	just	wanted	to	
buy something from every street vendor to support their 
hard work. The impact of the earthquake was everywhere; 
there were buildings and homes in rubble and there was 
trash everywhere. Within a few miles, my hope turned to 
despair as the sheer volume of people in dire need became 
overwhelming. We saw hungry eyes and people rummaging 
through trash and bathing in filthy gutters. My thoughts were, 

‘If I gave everything I had to Haiti for the rest of my life, it 
would only be a drop in the bucket.’

“The next day we visited the Vetiver fields and distillery.  
We met the growers whose families have worked those  
fields for generations. We met the leaders of the cooperative  
who manage the Vetiver farms. We met the managers of  
the distillery who are working closely with dōTERRA to 
maintain standards of quality. The Healing Hands foundation 
built a water source so that the growers don’t have to walk 
an hour and a half each way to get water every day. dōTERRA 

tHE BENEFits OF VEtiVEr: 

Presidential	Diamond	Trip	2014 • HAITI

PREsIDENTIAl DIAmOND TRIP 
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“I am only one, but I am one. I can’t do everything, but I can do something.  
The something I ought to do, I can do. And by the grace of God, I will.” –Edward Hale

is making a huge difference in Haiti’s economy through their 
principled approach of incentivizing production, attracting 
strong	local	leaders,	and	creating	over	3,500	jobs	through	
Vetiver production alone. I wept tears of joy seeing these 
people with good jobs, clean water, and the chance for a 
better future. My despair for Haiti’s grim situation returned  
to hope.” 

bEtsy HolMEs: “We visited this little mountain village in 
Haiti where they can’t grow their own food because the soil 
there can only grow certain things. Thankfully for us, one of 
them is Vetiver. It was life-changing for Paul and me to be 
there and see how deeply our company cares for the people 
who are able to produce our essential oils. We were able 
to witness the process of distilling the plant material into an 
essential oil. As I watched them, I had an epiphany. I knew 
that because we buy their Vetiver these people have jobs and 
their whole village benefits from this. At the same time, all I 

could think about was my nephew who has benefitted greatly 
from Vetiver oil. I turned to the man who runs the facility, 
sobbing,	and	I	said,	‘Do	you	know	how	much	you’ve	changed	
the lives of my family members because of what you do here?’ 
He looked at me and said, ‘I hope you know how much you 
change our lives by using our Vetiver oil.’ I thought that was 
so beautiful. It wasn’t just that we were helping them, but they 
help us. It’s such a wonderful, mutually beneficial relationship. 

“It was also amazing to see these hard-working, genuine, 
everyday people all lining up with their bodies pressed 
against each other. They held their empty jugs, waiting and 
celebrating the first time they would get water from their 
mountains without walking three hours round trip. I loved 
seeing the looks on their faces when they got their water and 
drank it right out of the jug because it was clean and they 
didn’t have to go home and boil it. For me, that was the most 
beautiful image of gratitude and simplicity. I witnessed what 
our real human needs are. They’re so basic. These people 
were so content and happy with clean water and received 
 it as such a great and amazing gift. I was grateful to be  
reminded of that and to see these people be able to have  
that through other people’s generosity.”  ●
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Mi Hyeon Back
DAEJEON, sOuTH KOREA
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Build and Encourage  
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With 10 years of experience in 
network marketing and an 

interest in health and beauty, mi Hyeon 
Back felt prepared to build a dōTERRA 
business. she was interested the moment  
she tried the products. she knew it would  
be a viable business opportunity because  
all it takes is opening the bottle and  
letting people smell, and they immediately  
feel the effects. she says, “The charact-
eristics of the aroma of the essential 
oils improve the quality of life and give 
people an immediate result after using 
the products.” This motivates people to 
buy and keep buying. 

mi Hyeon doesn’t like it when she sees 
people talking about the business 
opportunity without first using the 
products regularly. she says, “you will 
not be able to build trust that way, 
because consumers are smart. you 

should always try the products first.” she 
has found it effective to tell her personal 
experiences with the oils when sharing 
the products. After introducing the 
products to people, she calls or visits 
them in two days or less to hear their 
responses, recommend new products, 
and to see if they want to share with 
other people. she knows that after 48 
hours people are more hesitant to make 
a decision, so it’s important to meet with 
people as soon as you can. 

she has found that many people on her 
team are afraid of rejection and so have 
a hard time building their businesses. 
she says, “I often have a meeting to 
share my experience as a person who 
has already done this business. Through 
these meetings, I help them to become 
confident enough to share dōTERRA.” 
she encourages them by telling them 

that the products are so powerful  
that they’re easy for people to accept. 

mi Hyeon also allows her team to discuss  
each other’s failures and successes at  
these meetings. she doesn’t force her 
way of doing things on anyone, but lets  
them talk to each other about what to do.  
she says, “An important communication 
rule that should be applied is to try to 
see things from someone else’s point 
of view. Also, don’t forget that everyone 
loves to hear compliments.” 

she was able to achieve Diamond 
because she focused and worked hard. 
she wanted to prove that anyone could 
do it. she says, “I still have a lot to learn. 
I want to be a leader who plans 10 years 
ahead and continues to try. I want to  
do my best to develop together with  
my partners. Go, everyone!”

“My faMIly IS cOMpleTely SuppOrTIve.  
They TruST Me, and They alwayS encOurage Me.” 

“suCCEss CoMEs wHEn you kEEp doIng tHE rIgHt tHIngs. tHE MorE you sHarE tHE produCts, 
 tHE MorE ConfIdEnt you wIll bECoME.” 

HOW TO REACH DIAMOND

uSe The prOducTS fIrST

have cOnfIdence In 
yOurSelf

aTTend every MeeTIng

lOOK fOrward and have a 
plan fOr The fuTure

Keep STudyIng

puT In The TIMe and effOrT 
wITh paSSIOn
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Mark & Tiffany flake
mEsA, ARIZONA, usA

T iffany Flake had already begun to  
take an interest in natural and herbal  

remedies when a friend invited her to a  
dōTERRA class taught by Allyse sedivy. 
Her friend told her that Allyse had figured  
out how to “maximize the compensation  
plan.” Tiffany was intrigued, attended the  
class, and borrowed a book from Allyse 
to learn more. she got her husband, 
mark, involved by having him return the 
book at another class the next day. 

mark says that he and Tiffany had always  
had an interest in residual income. 
They had previously been involved 
with real estate, but were interested 
in the opportunity that dōTERRA 
offered them. Tiffany says that it was 
the integrity and leadership of the 
executive team as well as the powerful 
leadership support team of dōTERRA 
that gave them the confidence to 
engage in their business. she says, “It’s 
a big deal to make the life-changing 
decision to completely change careers 
and put everything into a network 
marketing company. When we chose to 
make that transition, it was the moral 
character, expertise, and mission-
driven purpose of the people steering 
this ship that was really powerful for us.” 
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When they chose to get serious about  
dōTERRA, Tiffany’s construction manage- 
ment career was demanding much 
of her time, so mark took the reins in 
building the business. Then one day, 
Emily Wright recommended that Tiffany 
get more involved again. Tiffany says, 
“she really encouraged me to step more 
into a leadership role. mark has always 
been good at having a big vision, while 
I’m more detail-oriented and analytical. 
I realized I need to stretch out and be 
able to move on that spectrum more, so 
we decided to make that switch.” 

The Flakes have found that whatever 
obstacles they have run into in their 
business come from within themselves. 
Tiffany says, “sometimes we look for 
the answers to our problems outside of 
ourselves, but the solutions to building 
our business are always found in who 
we are, how we think, and what we 
do.” They’ve had to grow personally 
and learn how to intentionally focus 
on creating relationships with others. 
Tiffany says, “We have to be curious 
about people, learn from them, and ask 
good questions to get to know them 

and connect with them. We don’t all 
have the same strengths, so as we work 
together our strengths can magnify 
each other and we progress together.”

Though dōTERRA keeps them busy, 
the Flakes enjoy being able to choose 
what to do with their time and spend 
more of it together as a family. Tiffany 
says, “We can create what we choose 
in our lives and no longer be restricted 
by imaginary boundaries. We are so 
grateful. This experience has opened up 
our world.” 

Believe in your vision. “Choose the vision you are creating and believe that it is coming rather than 
focusing on what’s not here yet. feel grateful for what is coming. It’s powerful and inspiring to add as much of 
that feeling to your life as you can.”

Motivate. “People’s motivation comes from within themselves. We can increase their motivation by helping 
them see those things that will inspire them.” 

Be clear. “We tend to make assumptions and not go really deep with the people we’re working with. The 
clearer, more certain, and more consistent we can be, the more inspiring.”

Be positive. “Be the person who doesn’t do a lot of complaining. We want to be around and work with 
people who are living inspiring lives.” 

How to inspire

2
3
4

1

“coMparing yourself to otHers will only liMit your growtH.  
Just Believe tHat you can Make it.” –MarK

TIpS FOR NEW pEOpLE “If we let go of the end 
results and let people 
choose what they really 
want, that will be much 
more powerful over 
time. We are here to 
inspire, lift, lead, and 
teach.” –tiffany
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After telling Peggy smith no at least 
10 times, melissa Herman received 

dōTERRA essential oils in the mail and was 
amazed by how well they worked for her 
family. melissa’s family began using the 
oils regularly, but she still told Peggy she 
would never do the business. “I’m sure 
she was laughing. I found that it was very 
natural to use the oils around people and 
share with them. After a year of sending 
referrals to Peggy, I thought, ‘Why don’t I 
do this on purpose?’” 

Though melissa was convinced, it was a 
whole other process to get her husband, 
Ryan, onboard. she says, “I could see the 
vision. I knew this was the right thing, 
but I had to work to keep the peace at 
home. I knew that ultimately it would work 
out, and it did. I think that determination 
made the difference.” For Ryan, it was 
when he saw his wife pouring her blood, 
sweat, and tears into her business that 
he understood how important it was to 
her. He says, “When you have a passion 
for something, it’s not necessarily a job. 
It’s something you want to do. When I saw 
melissa begin to focus and treat this more 
like a real business, I wanted to provide 
more support and help for her.”

melissa says Ryan helps her to take some 
of the emotion out of her business and 
make good, practical decisions. she 
struggled for a long time spinning her 
wheels and focusing her time on the 
wrong things. she says, “I had to start 
valuing my time and my goals. I realized 

Ryan & Melissa Herman
WINDsOR, COlORADO, usA
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“You’re the only one 
that can influence 
your goals.”  –Melissa   

that my dreams were too important 
to me to let other people dictate how I 
could achieve them. I finally came to the 
realization that the only person that can 
ever impact my goals is me.”

she learned to be deaf, but not blind. 
she spent a lot of time in the beginning 
listening to people who told her what 
she wanted to hear and then never put 

the effort into growing their business. 
she says, “Now I tell my team to plug 
their ears and not listen to what people 
are saying, but to watch their feet to see 
if they’re moving.” melissa has found 
that the back office is where moving feet 
leave footprints in the sand. By watching 
people’s back office, she can tell how 
fast someone is building their business. 
“sometimes it just means that you need 

to adjust their training, but other times 
it means they aren’t really going to do it. 
When you value your time, other people 
begin to value theirs.” 

Today, the Hermans are grateful for 
what dōTERRA has brought their family. 
Ryan says, “I think we’re both looking 
forward to the future and how much 
greater it can be because of dōTERRA.” 

BUSINESS TIpS

look two stEps aHEad.  
“as soon as you try going 
for elite, you should be 
watching for premier. If you 
position it right, you could 
hit both in the same month. 
If you don’t pay attention 
to the next step ahead, you 
could structure it in a way 
that blocks you from moving 
forward sooner.” 

Cast a vIsIon for  
your tEaM.  
“believe in people. emily 
wright told me it was 
my time to go Silver, and 
later, she looked me in the 
eye and said that I would 
go diamond—and I did. I 
recognized how powerful 
that was and started using 
it on our team. we have had 
so many builders pop out of 
the woodwork.” 

rEMEMbEr your wHy.  
“you have to remember why 
deep down inside you are 
doing this, otherwise you 
get burned out or distracted. 
So often people are on the 
brink of pushing through 
that paper wall. They’re right 
there—just one more inch.  
It’s our leadership role to 
remind them of their why 
and lead by example.”

faMIly fIrst.  
“your family should not suffer  
for dōTerra. we want you 
to keep your family intact. 
be involved in your children’s 
lives. you shouldn’t put them 
on hold while you try to do 
your business. I feared being 
successful because I didn’t 
want to lose my family, but 
what I found is that you 
can balance it in a way that 
you are successful, but still 
present for your family.” 
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dr. daniel & Katie Leverenz 
CORPus CHRIsTI, TEXAs, usA

When Katie Leverenz’s friend 
started telling her about oils, 

Katie had no idea what an oil could 
be outside of vegetable oil. she finally 
attended a class, ordered a kit, and 
found that the essential oils worked 
well for her family. Her husband, Daniel, 
who is a physician, was interested in the 
scientific research he found about their 
effectiveness. It was actually Daniel who 
opened up her mind to the idea that 
maybe it wasn’t so crazy to use pure, 
natural oils to support their health. 

Katie began sharing the essential oils 
with no interest at all in the business. 

she says, “I would tell people, ‘I’m not 
doing this as a business, so please don’t  
feel pressured to buy from me,’ and 
people ended up signing up with me 
anyway. I just kept sharing out of a need.  
I never had a strategy in mind.” It wasn’t  
until she hit silver that she started to think  
about engaging more. she had been 
working as a wedding photographer 
and used that income to support her 
family while her husband was in medical 
school and later in residency. When she  
hit silver, she started to realize that maybe  
she could replace her income with 
dōTERRA if she actually put effort into it.  

With two kids under the age of two, 
Katie has found it a struggle to take 
care of her family and run her dōTERRA 
business at the same time. she says, 
“But, what I’ve found with dōTERRA is 
it’s so life-giving and it’s so rewarding 
that it ends up balancing out. I am still 
choosing to do this.” When her second 
child was born, she planned to take a 
month off her business, but within two 
weeks found herself teaching a class 
with her new baby in her arms. she hit 
Diamond for the first time that month. 
she says, “I just couldn’t stop. This is 
definitely something I need to do.”
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tiPs For A BEttEr clAss

Keep it fun and 
upbeat.

Involve facts 
without making it 

boring.

allow people to 
stay engaged by 
asking questions 

throughout.

let them touch, 
smell, and 

use the oils to 
understand the 

benefits.

Show them how 
the oils will be 

applicable in their 
everyday lives.

“i found my success because no one felt like they were 
being sold to; they felt like they were being shared with, and 

receiving a product that was going to change their lives.” 

she used to think that she couldn’t be a 
good mom and work at the same time, 
but has found that running her dōTERRA 
business helps her be a better mom. 
she says, “I’m realizing that I can be a great  
mom and fulfill this purpose in my life as  
well. I feel really good about what I’m doing  
and it makes me happy. It doesn’t take 
away from me being an awesome mom.” 

Katie is proud that she has been able 
to financially support her family and 
pay off her husband’s student loans 
before he finished his residency. But, 
that’s not why she does this. she says, 
“I would share the oils even if I didn’t 
make an income. I did for a year. I grew 
organically and gave away everything 
I made in product. I feel like people 
need these in their homes, because it 
changed our lives.”

“i do BEliEvE tHAt succEss cAn HAPPEn WitH AnYonE WHo  
EngAgEs And rEAllY Works. tHis is A joB.  

it’s grEAt, And it’s FulFilling, But You Will HAvE to Work.” 
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Tracy Lucia had never heard of essential 
oils when her friend, Daniel Wong, 

now a Diamond, first introduced her 
to dōTERRA. she wasn’t interested in a 
network marketing business and thought 
that she was too busy to listen to what 
he had to say. Daniel was persistent. 
Once he got her to sit down with him 
and look at the compensation plan, the 
businesswoman in Tracy was intrigued by 
what she saw. she bought a kit hoping he 
would leave her alone and then gradually 
started using the oils more and more. 

Tracy was a mortgage broker who ran her  
own business out of her home. When friends  
and customers came by her office, they all  
commented on how good it smelled. 
Then, Daniel told her he was coming to 
visit her to teach some classes and that 
she should invite her friends. Tracy says, 
“That was no problem. I was successful in 
the Chinese community in that area. When 
I asked people to come, they came.” she 
kept Daniel busy for days teaching classes,  
but she was so busy with her own business  
that she was never able to attend. 

Everything changed when she attended 
convention. Tracy didn’t understand a lot 
of what was talked about at the event, but  
there is one thing she remembers. David 
stirling pulled up on the big screen a list of 
10 of the biggest companies in the world,  
and said that in five years people would know  
dōTERRA like they knew these companies.  
Tracy says, “That really opened my eyes. I’m a  
business person, so I’m always looking for  
opportunities. I thought that if the company  
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dwayne & Tracy Lucia 
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1 2 3
had this vision that it would be worth it 
for me to get involved.” 

she began building and reached silver 
within a few months. However, it was 
after they opened the market in China 
at the 2013 leadership Retreat that 
her business really took off. she flew 
to China right after leadership Retreat 
and has been going back every other 
month since then. Tracy has found 

that there is a need for essential oils in 
China, because they like good quality 
products and are open to essential oils 
because they are familiar with them. 
she knows that international growth is 
something everyone can take advantage 
of. she says, “Even if you don’t know 
many people internationally, you will 
know people that come from different 
countries and that will open doors. 
Business opportunities are everywhere.”

Tracy enjoys the challenge of building 
a dōTERRA business and the chance 
to help people improve their lives 
physically and financially. she’s grateful 
that she’s able to share the products 
without being pushy. she says, “I tell my 
team to never push anyone. Help them, 
care for them, and love them from your 
heart, and the money will come.” 

“If you want to make money, first you need to learn how to be  
the right person. The money will follow.”

WORk HARD.  
“there’s no easy way to do this. 
i work really hard. i really watch 

my team.”

COMMUNICATE.  
“the key is to communicate every 

day. i always give or teach my 
team something.” 

TEACH.  
“i really teach my team the 

compensation plan and how to 
structure the business.” 

BUSINESS TIpS
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FAST START BONUS 
Fast start allows wellness Advocates, regardless of their rank, to earn a bonus on 
individuals they share essential oils with and then enroll. Each wellness Advocate 
wanting to earn Fast start must have a 100PV Loyalty rewards order to participate. 
Fast start is paid weekly on the PV from the orders a new wellness Advocate places 
in their first 60 days.

when you help new wellness Advocates participate in the share program, you are 
encouraging them to not only receive free product, but to earn a Fast start Bonus.  
wellness Advocates who have not previously considered building a dōtErrA 
business can see the value in the dōtErrA opportunity when they receive a  
Fast start check after enrolling a new wellness Advocate.  

pOWER OF 3

if you teach the importance of the Loyalty 
rewards Program and develop the structure 
necessary to qualify for Power of 3, then you 
will have developed the organization needed 
for reaching leadership ranks within dōtErrA. 
wellness Advocates wanting to earn Power of 
3 must have a 100PV Loyalty rewards order 
to participate. Power of 3 is paid monthly and 
is based on structure and team volume.  see 
example on right.

the Compensation Plan Made simple

Lisa Megan

132 PV

78 PV

147 PV

16.40

15.60

29.40

lisa enrolls megan

megan places 3 orders in her first 

60 days

order Pv: 132Pv, 78Pv, and 147Pv

lisa receives a check for each of 

these orders equal to 20% of the Pv

checks: $16.40, $15.60, and $29.40

Michelle

Phillip

Emily

Emma

Susan

Daniel

Olivia

251

Jennifer124 118

143

212

Aaron108

189

110

Jason214

43

636 Team Volume

Lisa142Katie142

651 Team Volume651 Team 
Volume

Michael185

552 Team Volume

48 Needed Volume

$50

$250

team volume: in order to qualify for the 

Power of 3 Bonus, each team needs a total 

volume of 600Pv for the month. loyalty 

rewards orders and standard orders count 

toward the 600Pv requirement.

COmPENsATION PLAN 
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power of 3  – once you have qualified for the $50.00 Power of 3 Bonus, 

teach the wellness advocates in your Power of 3 structure to do the same. 

By helping them qualify, you will reach the $250.00 Power of 3 Bonus 

and your monthly loyalty rewards order will be paid for. By duplicating 

this process, you will allow others on your team to cover the cost of their 

monthly order. this not only inspires individuals to remain active, but 

moves them to build.   

Team Volume

Team VolumeTeam 
Volume

Team Volume

Needed Volume

$50

$250

Place your team 

members’ names on the 

appropriate line

write the order volume 

for that month 

in the circle.

add the volume for each 

team, and write the total in 

the box labeled team volume. 
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Mitsuko Nomiya was familiar with 
network marketing prior to her 

introduction to dōTERRA, and had always  
seen it as a reasonable way of doing 
business. When she heard about dōTERRA,  
she was interested in the business oppor- 
tunity. she did her research on the compen- 
sation plan and the company and met 
with her potential sponsor. At the time, 
there was a Rose promotion taking 
place, and she liked the concept of  
what the company was doing with that. 

mitsuko had good experiences with 
network marketing and believes 
that dōTERRA offers products and 

a compensation plan that are more 
appealing than all the other network 
marketing companies she’s ever dealt 
with. she says, “I hope that I can help more  
people have the same kind of positive 
experiences with dōTERRA that I have.”

she is grateful for the support she has 
received from dōTERRA corporate and 
her team as she built her business. she 
says, “I’ve been helped by numerous 
dōTERRA employees with warmth and 
kindness. Also, my group members’ 
support has been significant to building 
my team. I am able to utilize the talent 
that each individual on my team has.” 
Her leaders are independent and active 
and that has made a big difference. she 
doesn’t feel like she has to motivate her 

team, but simply educates them and 
her business grows. 

mitsuko shares dōTERRA by first telling 
people about the wonderful products 
and the most attractive aspects of 
the business plan. After people show 
interest in the business side, she 
explains the compensation plan in more 
detail. she says, “I don’t feel like I have 
a system that is more advantageous 
than others. I just simply explain the 
compensation plan one on one, writing 
out each step for them to see.” 

In general, she has found it easiest just 
to get people to a class so they can try 
the essential oils for themselves. she 
says, “The scent of the oils is much 
easier to experience than to describe 

“dōtErra has made my life more 
fulfilled. by helping others, we grow.”  

Mitsuko nomiya
yOKOHAmA, JAPAN
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in words.” It has been effective for her 
to hold classes eight times per month 
and prepare handouts beforehand to 
pass around at the end of the class. 
It’s also important to be prepared as 
a teacher and to explain and answer 
questions about the enrollment process 
or anything else about the company.

mitsuko knows that follow up is 
important because it is her responsibility 
to share her knowledge of the products 
and the business with others. she says, 
“If they have little to no knowledge 
about how to use the products or how 
the business plan works, they are just 
wasting their money.” she follows up 
with people to make sure they are 
enjoying the products and knows that 
that positive feeling will help them to 
grow their business. 

commuNIcatINg wIth your team:

“It’s critical to know if you really want to be Diamond and why.” 

It is effective when 
you know their 

needs and interests.

Be available for 
people to ask 

questions whenever 
they want.

Listen carefully to 
what they say.

Be flexible to their 
needs.
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eric & Krissy nordhoff
THOmPsONs sTATION, TENNEssEE, usA

As a songwriter, Krissy Nordhoff 
was meeting with a friend one 

day to start working on writing a 
song together. They began talking 
about their mutual preference for a 
natural approach to health, and Krissy 
mentioned that she had been using 
dōTERRA essential oils. Krissy put 
some on her friend to try before she 
left. An hour later, she got a phone call 
from that friend asking if she could be 
signed up to get more. Krissy says, “At 
that point, I had no idea how to even 
do that.”

That friend became Krissy’s first 
enrollment, and they began sharing 
the oils together with the intent of 
helping people. Krissy’s husband, Eric, 
had always been interested in doing a 
network marketing business with her. 
When he saw how much she loved 
the product and the success she was 
naturally having, he thought it would be 
a good business to put their effort into. 

In their business, the Nordhoffs 
focus on sharing dōTERRA naturally. 
Krissy says, “We don’t necessarily take 
the traditional multi-level marketing 
approach of making a list and 
contacting all of those people. On the 
other hand, you do need to always be 
prepared with samples, ready to give 
out. you need to keep your eyes and 
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ears open to people that are in a place 
of need and give them an option with 
essential oils.” 

The Nordhoffs know it’s important 
to first help people love the product 
before they try to get them involved 
in the business opportunity. Eric says, 
“We generally try to take a pulse of 
everybody that we work with. We can 
sense who on our team is interested 

in doing more of the business. They’re 
typically the ones sharing the oils and 
enrolling people more. They may not 
even be interested in doing this as 
a business, but it’s just happening 
naturally. We look for those people 
and tell them that the business is what 
they’re already doing.”

Eric and Krissy take seriously their 
responsibility to be stewards to their 

team and have enjoyed the community 
they have found through dōTERRA.  
Eric says, “It feels good to be a part  
of providing value to people, to be  
giving them a gift rather than asking 
them to do something for us. We’re  
not asking them to do us a favor when  
they enroll. We’re seeking to educate 
them and be a part of learning and 
growing together.”  

tHE EssEntIal oIl ExpErIEnCE Class:

  we give a brief 10-minute overview of essential 
oils basics.

  for the rest of the hour, we’re in the kitchen 
doing experiments, including:

	 •	 Making	hand	sanitizer
	 •	 Learning	how	to	dilute
	 •	 Talking	about	capsules	and	roller	bottles
	 •	 Learning	how	to	use	a	diffuser

  we end with a quick recap, invite them to 
become members, and tell them a little about  
the loyalty rewards program.

when we were doing an  
hour-and-a-half-long class, we were 

getting this deer-in-the-headlights look  
at the end. people would get their oils and 
not know what to do with them. This class 

has changed that. now they’re excited  
to get their oils and know what to do  

when they get them. 
–Krissy

“There’s power in giving 
yourself away and being of 

value to people.” –Eric
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When Tami Nuhfer went to her 
first class, she had no idea what 

essential oils were and went just to be 
a good friend to the woman who had 
invited her. Her husband, Adam, had 
recently told her that she was going to 
have to go back to work, and she was 
worried about how she was going to 
manage that with her two daughters 
who both have a serious eye disorder. 
These worries were in the back of her 
mind as she sat in this class, and by the 
end she thought that maybe dōTERRA 
could be her answer. 

Tami says she jumped into the business 
opportunity with two feet and then quickly  
fell in love with the oils. After attending 
convention, her belief grew tenfold, 
and she never looked back. she says, 
“I realized I’ve got to get these oils into 
people’s hands. I had to quit being timid.  
I’ve grown to almost feel like it’s my obli-
gation, and I’m doing people a disservice  
if I don’t share both the health and financial  
freedom that is available to them.” 

Adam was supportive of Tami doing 
the business, but took longer to 

understand what the company and the 
essential oils were about. Adam says, 
“The exposure I’ve had to the leaders 
of this organization has given me the 
confidence that this truly is a good place 
to be. It’s run by people with integrity 
who are intelligent and passionate 
about what they’re doing. That goes a 
long way.” 

Today, the Nuhfers have a belief in the 
company and the product, but Tami 
says it took her longer to believe in 
herself. The leadership role she has had 

Adam & Tami nuhfer 
GREENWOOD, INDIANA, usA
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bElIEvE 
“Believe in yourself 
and in the product. 

You can never 
doubt.”

sErvE  
“By working 

hard and serving 
others, things will 

happen.”

pErsIst  
“There are ups and 
downs, but if you 

hang on it will  
pay off.”

to step into has changed a lot. she says, 
“It’s neat to see how I’ve evolved. I started 
out doing this because I had to go back to 
work, but it grew into more of a passion 
for serving my family, my team members, 
and everyone else. I’ve grown in ways I 
can’t even describe, and I’m still growing.  
I feel called to this opportunity.” 

When Tami first hit Diamond, it was 
surreal for her to have arrived at the goal 
she had worked for for so long. she says, 
“What actually hit me the hardest was that 
I immediately wanted this for everyone 
else. I know my leaders and I know their 
struggles, and right then they mattered 
more to me. This financial freedom is 
such an amazing gift, and it’s a gift I want 
everyone to have.” 

“I’m not a diamond that has everything 
down pat. I’m a diamond that’s embracing 
the opportunity and looking forward to 
what is yet to come.”  – Tami 

“TreaT ThIS lIKe a buSIneSS. 
pOSITIOn IT fOr SucceSS 
wITh ObjecTIveS, gOalS, 
TIMelIneS, and acTIOn 
ITeMS TO drIve The 
behavIOr wIThIn yOur 
TeaM ThaT IS gOIng TO 
prOduce The reSulTS ThaT 
yOu’re wOrKIng fOr.”    
– adam 

tHrEE PArts to succEss
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John & Amanda olsen
mERIDIAN, IDAHO, usA
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Amanda Olsen joined dōTERRA for 
the business opportunity. she knew 

the best kit to buy for building a business 
was the Diamond Kit, but the largest kit 
she could afford was the Family Physician 
Kit. she says, “Even that, honestly, was a 
huge stretch for us. I hadn’t spent $150 
on something for as long as I could 
remember.” For a long time, all their 
focus had been on paying their rent and 
utilities and everything extra went by 
the wayside—including Christmas gifts, 
haircuts, and light bulbs. 

Keeping up with her monthly loyalty 
Rewards order was even harder, but 
Amanda and her husband, John, stuck 
to their commitment and didn’t quit. 
They viewed their dōTERRA business as 
an investment and learned to respect 
the process. Amanda says, “Today, our 
dōTERRA paychecks have absolutely 
changed our lives and given us a different 
future than the path we were on. We now 
have a path full of choices that we never 
thought we’d have.” 

Before finding dōTERRA, the Olsens felt 
inspired to start living a cleaner, healthier 
lifestyle. After that, Amanda found Robyn 
Openshaw through Facebook and invited 
her to host a natural health class at her 
home. she began working part-time for  
Robyn as an event planner, but she and her  
husband continued to struggle financially. 
When Robyn told Amanda she was joining 
dōTERRA and offered to put her on her 

 choose your     

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs
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frontline, Amanda was skeptical. she 
says, “multi-level marketing didn’t sound 
good to me, and I hadn’t tried the 
product yet or anything.” Robyn had 
laura Jacobs call her, and Amanda was 
on the phone with Laura until one in 
the morning getting all her questions 
answered. she finally realized this was 
an opportunity she couldn’t turn down. 

It was at leadership Retreat that Amanda  
really felt like she could achieve success. 

she says, “I went home committed to 
growing my business. I learned that you 
show you care by sharing and following 
up. I made the mental switch from not 
wanting to bother people, step on toes, 
or offend, to looking at all the things the 
product has done for me and realizing, 
‘How can I not share or follow up with 
people?,’ because I do care, and I want 
to help.” Amanda was ready for a new 
reality and decided to take charge and 
believe in herself.

Today, not only are the Olsens 
financially free, but fulfilled. Amanda 
says, “I live my life with more purpose 
and more freedom. I feel like it is my 
mission to help other people not only 
financially reach their dreams, but 
more importantly to reach their highest 
potential as individuals. With this, they 
are able to create exactly what they 
want out of life. That brings me so  
much joy and happiness.”  

tIps for nEw buIldErs

 take a chance.

  fulfill every expectation of your upline mentor.

  Match the energy that is given to you.

  be grateful. look for the good.

  use the product and educate yourself.

 don’t expect anything.

 do the work.

 be positive. 

“My husband is really excited to retire from his job 
and do this business together. He tells everyone he’s 
going to be a stay-at-home dad, and he’s so proud.” 
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K arina sammons, who is currently a 
Blue Diamond, met Neal and Erin 

Anderson selling books door-to-door 
during a summer in college. Four years 
ago, Karina introduced Erin to dōTERRA. 
Erin had always lived a natural lifestyle 
and was interested in learning more about  
essential oils. she watched a webinar  
online and was the first person dōTERRA  
shipped oils to in North Carolina.

For two years, Erin sat on Karina’s top 
line as only a user, even as she shared 
with her friends and family. When Erin 
decided to start building with more 

intention, Karina reached out to her for 
help with Diamond Club. Karina came 
to North Carolina, and Erin saw a class 
taught for the first time. Within a few 
months, Erin was silver.

For Erin, it’s always been important to 
only focus on what she can control. she 
says, “my responsibility is to go out and 
tell people about another way to take 
care of themselves. If they get excited 
about it, that’s great. If they don’t, that’s 
OK. We need to be service-minded, 
focus on who we can help, and share 
from the heart.”  

Neal came from a business background 
and was excited about the business 
opportunity before Erin even considered  
it an option. He says, “I understood that 
this business has a high retention rate, 
a product that is sharable, and brings 
joy into people’s lives. I said to her, 
‘Why don’t you just do this fulltime?’” 
Eventually, Neal was able to join Erin as 
well. Now, they’re both enjoying their 
time freedom, residual income, and the 
opportunity to serve others. 

The Andersons have seen that a big part 
of their success comes from believing 

neal & erin Anderson
RAlEIGH, NORTH CAROlINA, usA
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in people more than they believe in 
themselves. Neal says, “It’s seeing people  
not for what they are now, but what they  
can become.” Erin adds, “A lot of people 
don’t think they can be successful. 
you’ve got to be that belief level for 
them. you have to focus on what your 
people are good at, build on those 
strengths, and then work on their 
weaknesses. Don’t be afraid to push, 
challenge, and encourage people, but 
also let them evolve and mature in the 
way that they want to.” 

They are grateful for the changes 
dōTERRA has brought to their lives and 
for what they’ve been able to teach their 
children through the process. Erin says, 
“They’ve seen the joy, the struggles, the 
tears, and the laughter. They saw me 
set goals and work through them. Being 
able to instill in our kids what it takes to 
be successful is just as important to me 
as teaching them to read and write.  
This has changed our whole lifestyle.” 

4 THINGS IT TAkES TO SUCCEED“I was all for the 
business side 
while erin didn’t 
even understand 
what she had 
because she was 
too busy going 
out and serving 
people.” –neal

“If you focus on 
service, you won’t 
be nervous.” –erin

 BE AppROACHABLE

 WORk HARD

 STUDy THE MATERIAL

 HAvE A GREAT ATTITUDE
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we all make goals every day, 
whether we realize it or not. Goals 
get us out of bed in the morning 
and define the direction of our 
day and, ultimately, our lives. Being 
intentional about our goals can 
help us make sure we are living 
according to our personal values 
and dreams. But, as we all know, 
setting a goal and actually achieving 
it are two very different things that 
do not always connect. Below are 
some tips for how you can set goals 
effectively to improve your chances 
of living the life you’ve always wanted: 

1 Know your wHy. You will be more committed to your 
goals if you know exactly why it’s important for you to 

achieve it. Your why needs to be important enough to you  
that	you	are	willing	to	pay	the	price	to	earn	it.	Defining	your	
why will bring your goal to life. First, you have to find out  
what your why is:

■  Ask yourself what you would do with your life if you knew 
you could not fail, if money was not an issue, and all your 
perceived barriers were gone.

■	 	Decide	what	you	value	most	in	life,	whether	it’s	your	family,	
your religion, or your free time. Make sure your goals 
include and enhance your most important values.

■   Once you’ve picked a goal, write a paragraph describing all 
the reasons why you are committed to it. Write how you 
would feel and what would be better about your life if you 
reached it, and what you would lose if you didn’t. 

Goal setting 
 TIpS

GOAl SETTING
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Goal setting 
 TIpS 2 MaKe sMart and CHallenGinG Goals. Many 

people have heard of the acronym SMART goals. 
For a goal to be SMART it must be: Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic, and Time-targeted. While these 
standards are important, studies have shown that it’s also 
important for goals to be challenging. When people are told 
to “do their best” in achieving their goals, they do not perform 
as well as when they are expected to meet a challenging 
standard. Your goals need to be outside of your comfort zone, 
something that will motivate you to push yourself beyond 
your current limits. 

3 find a Mentor and aCCountaBility partner. 
Studies have also shown that people are most likely 

to achieve their goals when they are provided positive, 
constructive feedback on their progress. Feedback is more 
effective when it is focused on behaviors and strategies rather 
than outcomes. It’s also important that feedback be tailored 
to the individual’s needs and be a two-way communication 
process. A goal shouldn’t be something that was thrust on 
you by your mentor, but something you are committed to 
achieve for yourself. Your mentor is there to motivate you, 
hold you accountable, and help you evaluate how well you’re 
doing and what you need to improve to reach your goal.

4 Believe in yourself.  It’s been found that self-
efficacy is important for keeping someone committed 

to their goals. Self-efficacy is defined as the belief that one 
has the capability or the power to produce an effect or, in 
this case, the belief you have that you can achieve your goals. 
Self-efficacy is not the same thing as self-esteem. People can 
be confident in their own self-worth and therefore have self-
esteem, without believing that they have what it takes to reach 
their goal. Self-efficacy is required to be able to work through 
failures and setbacks and still believe that your goal is in sight. 

DEFINING yOUR  

WHy  
WILL BRING yOUR  

GOAL TO LIFE. 
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Atanaska Adams
mAPlE VAllEy, WAsHINGTON, usA

“MoVe foRWARd WITH 
deTeRMInATIon And A 
HeART fuLL of SeRVICe.” 

Growing up in Bulgaria, Atanaska 
Adams had always lived a natural 

lifestyle. she says, “We had a big 
piece of land, and we grew our own 
vegetables, fruit, and herbs. Ten years 
after arriving in the united states, I 
was reminded of how valuable that 
is and how much I love it.” Her best 
friend, Delmar Ahlstrom, who is now a 
Diamond as well, drove three hours to 
bring her essential oils in a time of need. 
Atanaska was impressed by her friend’s 

commitment and her act of service 
as well as how quickly and powerfully 
the oils helped her and her family. she 
quickly fell in love with dōTERRA. 

“I had my first class two weeks later,” she 
says. “I wanted the whole world to know 
about these oils. I surprised myself 
because I am normally a very reserved, 
quiet person, but I decided to do this.  
I knew that this was for me.” Her upline, 
marc Garrett, gave her a free ticket to 
convention and it was there that she 
met many leaders and the executives 
who she thought were wonderful people.  
she says, “I wanted to be a part of that 
too. I felt wonderful being among such 

generous, kind, loving, and intelligent 
people. I wanted to be like them.”

After growing up in a communist 
country, Atanaska has learned to value 
freedom. she says, “I’ve experienced 
not having freedom, and I knew that 
dōTERRA was something that could 
create freedom in my life, in the lives of 
those I love, and for everyone who has 
a desire for that. One of the reasons 
I do dōTERRA is to set free those who 
are imprisoned physically, spiritually, 
emotionally, and financially.” 

she is also motivated to leave a legacy 
for her children of achieving success 
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while working for a worthy cause. 
Another reason she does it is to show 
gratitude for her family that still lives in 
Bulgaria. she says, “I want to support 
them with my financial freedom and 
show them how they can achieve that 
too, because they played a big role in 
shaping me into the person I am now.” 

Atanaska does everything in her 
business with a heart full of love and 
service, and people can see that 
she cares about them. “I try to be as 
generous as possible with everyone. 
I always try to do or give more than is 
normal. I especially like to give away 
Modern Essentials books and an extra oil 
or two if I can, and I always seem to have 
more than enough.”

Today, she feels like she has become 
a better person through dōTERRA. 
she says, “I feel better physically and 
emotionally, my relationships have 
improved, I enjoy more freedom, I have 
more friends, I feel more confident and 
thankful, and I can visit my family in 
Bulgaria a lot more. It’s just a beautiful 
thing. I am grateful every day.” 

Important Attributes 
of a Business Builder

“mY HusBAnd is suPPortivE. HE lovEs mE And tHAt is A Big PArt oF mY succEss.  
i do it For mY FAmilY And BEcAusE i lovE to HElP PEoPlE.” 

 determination

 Commitment

 Persistence

 Kindness

 Service 

 Generosity

 Love

 Gratitude

 Acceptance

“I have created a lot of 
friendships and have 
wonderful people in my  
life that I would have  
never met if I hadn’t 
decided to do dōTerra.” 
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Aaron & Wendy frazier
TRACy, CAlIFORNIA, usA

No one would guess that general 
contracting and natural medicine 

could go together, but when it came 
to building their dōTERRA business, 
Aaron and Wendy Frazier were able to 
combine what they knew best. Wendy 
has a strong background in natural 
medicine, and she had even used 
essential oils from a company she found 
online. A general contractor by trade, 
Aaron brought his experience into their 
dōTERRA business. He says, “We’ve been 
self-employed almost 15 years. What 
we were able to create in one year with 
dōTERRA took me a decade to do with 
our other business.”

They were introduced to dōTERRA when 
Aaron met James and Roxane Bybee 
traveling home from a scout service 
project. Roxane offered him some 
essential oil samples that helped relieve 
his carsickness. However, it would be 
almost another year before Wendy 
would try those samples herself and 
then several more months before she 
had researched enough about dōTERRA 
to want to contact James Bybee. Wendy 
says, “When he showed up at our house, 
he opened his box of oils and I almost 
had a heart attack I was so happy. By 
the time we finally connected, I had 
learned everything I could, and I was so 
ready to go.”

Aaron and Wendy talked with James 
until two in the morning about the 
business side of dōTERRA, and they 
moved forward with the Bybees as 
their mentors. Aaron says, “I wanted 
a strong mentor because I learned in 
my last business that you can become 
successful if you have somebody that’s 
already done it.” 

A huge key to their success has been 
the support they feel from each other 
and at home. Taking some advice from 
a coach, the Frazier family spent some 
time talking about love languages and 
making sure that each person had 
their needs met. Wendy says, “We 
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had communicated with our kids and 
enlisted them in the cause, and they’ve 
always been supportive, but I feel like 
since I’ve been able to zero in on what 
their love languages are, I don’t have any 
guilt, and I don’t think they feel like their 
mom is missing when I’m gone.” 

Being aware of each other’s needs 
enables both Wendy and Aaron to serve 
outside the home and know that those 
needs have been met. They say, “Our 
family dynamic is better, 100 percent. 
We enjoy each other more, and it 
has nothing to do with money. It has 
everything to do with the mindset and a 
raised awareness of relationships.”

Many wellness Advocates lead very busy lives. 
wendy and Aaron have some great tips on how 
to stay connected with their family and also 
build relationships with their dōtErrA team.

“stArt witH tHE END iN MiND. BELiEVE AND 
VisUALizE, BECAUsE YOU CAN CrEAtE ANYtHiNG 
YOU CAN VisUALizE. tHErE is sO MUCH POwEr iN 

BELiEViNG iN YOUrsELF.” – AAron

learn aBout love 
lanGuaGes. wendy 
and aaron read The  
5 Love Languages  
by gary d. chapman 
and then read it with 
their kids.

fiGure out wHat 
love lanGuaGes 
eaCH person needs. 
The frazier family spent 
time at the dinner table 
talking about what they 
each needed.

apply it. with your 
new awareness, make 
sure that you are 
speaking love in a 
way that the person 
understands.

BUILD RELATIONSHIpS

 

“Immerse yourself in personal development. I found that if I am left to my own head then 
doubts will always take over. But, if I’m putting enough good stuff in, then I can crowd out the 

doubt and start believing the good.” – wendy
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Kristen Pardue first became interested  
in natural health four years ago when  

she got through her health problems 
by changing her diet and improving her 
nutrition. Then, she found out through  
social media about a class Mary Crimmins  
was holding about babies and essential  
oils. With a baby boy of her own, Kristen  
was interested in how she could better 
incorporate natural remedies into his 
life as well. When mary, who is also a 
Diamond, shared her story, Kristen 
was inspired by what the essential oils 
could do for her and her family’s lives. 

Kristen says that if Mary had actually 
asked her to do the business, she 
probably would’ve said no. Because 
she was a dietitian, Kristen thinks mary 
must have assumed she would want to 
get involved. mary simply sat her down 
for coffee, gave her a folder, and went 
over the business side. Kristen came 
home and told her husband, Eric,  
“I think I’m doing this.” 

Eric wasn’t happy about it at first, but as  
Kristen’s business quickly grew he came to  
see that dōTERRA was different from 
other multilevel marketing companies. 
Kristen quickly became passionate about  

eric & Kristen Pardue
NAsHVIllE, TENNEssEE, usA 
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“I think one of my biggest roles 
for Kristen is encouraging her, 
being there for her, and helping 
her understand that it’s a 
process.” —Eric

NEW dōTERRA DIAmONDs
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STEpS TO ACHIEvING DIAMOND

Build relationships. “You need to be focused on fostering the 
relationships	that	you	have	in	your	life.	Don’t	be	scared	to	meet	
new people. You’ve got to learn to communicate and make 
people feel loved and cared for. People want to do business with 
people who make them feel good about themselves.” 

teach Classes regularly.  
“Consistently teach classes and consistently follow up with 
people. I was always teaching classes. If only one or two people 
showed up, I didn’t mind because it’s one more person getting 
to hear about these amazing gifts. Teaching regular classes gets 
the word out. People will know that you do this business and 
recognize you as the oils expert. They will know to go to you 
with their questions.”

Have a Big why. “Remind yourself every single day why you’re 
doing this. Your why will push you through the discouraging 
times. If you still want to give up when you remind yourself of 
your why, then your why is not big enough and you need to 
figure out what your why is.”

sharing essential oils with everyone. 
she says, “I want to give everyone the 
hope and the natural options that I have.  
I love educating others on the proper 
way to use these oils. I can’t help but 
share with everyone because of what 
they’ve done for me. I feel like I’m doing 
people a disservice if I don’t tell them 
about these gifts.”

It was at convention that she first got 
excited about reaching Diamond. 
she says, “Convention just lit me on 
fire. Once I decide I’m going to do 
something, I’m going to do it. I saw the 
Diamond seats and I said, ‘I’m going 
to be sitting there next year.’” she was 
able to hit Diamond within 13 months 
of when she enrolled. 

Kristen’s business grew so fast while 
she was still working fulltime and taking 
care of her baby, that she struggled to  
structure her business correctly along 
the way. But, with the support of her  
family and her upline, she made it through  
and she tries to be that same support 
for her team. she says, “We’re all so hard  
on ourselves that we need someone 
to believe in us. We need someone to 
tell us that we can do it and that we 
have what it takes. When my builders 
go through difficult times, it’s my job to 
remind them of those things.” 

Kristen’s excited that she gets to do what  
she loves for the rest of her life. “I think 
everyone wants to make money doing 
what they’re passionate about, but I 
never felt like that could be me. I have 
so much hope now that we’re going to 
be financially free and be able to give 
and be a blessing to others. I thank God  
for my trials, because through them 
He gave me a hope for healing and a 
passion to give that hope to the world.” 

“I’m passionate about helping others have the hope that they  
can live a healthy life. I want them to know that they can feel better  

than they ever thought possible.” –Kristen

?
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Terumi Matsushima
mIyAZAKI, JAPAN

Before dōTERRA, Terumi matsushima 
had always misunderstood network 

marketing as a pyramid scheme. she says, 
 “I would have never imagined myself 
succeeding in a network marketing busi-
ness. It was the products that interested 
me first.” After she heard her upline, 
Riyo Ogawa, talk passionately about the  
mission of dōTERRA, she became excited  
about becoming a leader like Riyo. Terumi  
says, “The products truly bring happiness  
to people, and on top of that, I felt like I 
had a worthwhile business opportunity 
that I would have never had otherwise. 
I felt good about joining dōTERRA from 
the bottom of my heart.” 

Terumi is happy that she is able to share  
the healing power of essential oils with  
others and contribute to society through  
her business at the same time. she is 
proud to work for a company that isn’t 
focused on money. Terumi loves that she  
is able to work for not only her success, 
but that of her whole team. she says, 
“My team hopes for my success from 
the bottom of their hearts, and we work 
together as a team in order to succeed.”

When sharing the business opportunity, 
Terumi emphasizes that everyone 
must first love the products. she says, 
“Prioritize loving the products as your 

number one thing. Be frequent in 
using the products and building your 
business, and the path will surely open 
up. It is also important to understand 
and think about what others would 
want by putting yourself in their shoes.” 
Terumi helps people experience the 
products right on the spot and always 
makes sure to follow up frequently with 
those she has shared with. 

Terumi knows it’s important to share 
with her team why she puts so much 
effort into her dōTERRA business, and 
what she plans to do with her success. 
she says, “Those things will add more 
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meaning to the business for them and 
will strengthen their own resolve to do 
the business as well.” Terumi focuses on 
taking time with each of her teammates 
personally, even those that live far away. 
she says, “Reaching Diamond requires 
a commitment to become a true leader 
and to act on it.” 

she knows that success is an option for  
everyone, but that those who chose to  
put their all into dōTERRA are truly blessed  
and lucky. Terumi’s advice to those striving  
to reach great heights with dōTERRA is: 
“Never give up, be consistent, and the 
path will surely open up for you.” 

“My oldest daughter plans to become a nurse, but I believe that if she were to become a  
wellness advocate, she would be able to contribute even more to society.”

it’s easy to share with others when you  
explain how to use the three most popular 

dōtErrA oils daily: 

pEppErMInt:  
rub it on your  

temples when you want  
to be active.

lavEndEr: 
rub it on the back of  

your neck when you want 
to relax.

lEMon:  
add a few drops  

to your drinking water 
daily to promote a healthy 

immune system. 

THE vALUE IN SHARING THE TRIO kIT

“Use the products 
daily, have high 
aspirations, and 
don’t give up.” 
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When susan Walby let her friend 
hold a dōTERRA essential oils class  

in her yoga studio, she was the only person  
to show up when she came to unlock the  
door. All it took was opening a bottle and  
susan told her friend she didn’t need to  
hear any more. she says, “I grew up with  
essential oils, and it had been something  
I had been looking to incorporate back 
into my yoga studio. Right away, I just 
wanted to know how to sign up and get it.”

susan is an artist and owns a yoga 
studio, so she kept telling her upline 
she didn’t have time to get involved in a 
dōTERRA business. she sees now that 
she was already doing the business 
as she shared essential oils with her 
students, friends, and family. It was 
while attending her second convention 
that she really felt inspired to become 
a leader for her team. she says, “I saw 
leaders that viewed their team as a 
family and really cared about helping 
them achieve their goals. The focus was 
not on themselves, but on changing 
people’s lives by empowering them. 
That’s what spoke to me. I wanted to do 
the business to become an inspirational 
leader for my team.” she saw that 

dōTERRA as a company aligned with 
what she was already doing in her life as 
a yoga instructor. 

Her upline inspired her to do Diamond 
Club, and it was then that she started 
getting excited about becoming 
Diamond. she says, “The process of 
going through Diamond Club helped 
me understand how to help my team 
to grow. It was exciting to work toward 
Diamond with them not because of 
what I needed from them, but because 
of what I could do for them.” she feels 
that she built her business slowly,  
taking just under four years to reach 
Diamond, because for her it was  
more about the journey and the 

“I love to travel and teach about essential  
oils and yoga together. with the two 
combined, people just get it on a deeper 
level. the movement of yoga helps give 
the oils a more synergistic effect.” 

Chad & Susan Walby
BOZEmAN, mONTANA, usA
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relationships she was building than 
getting the next enrollment. 

susan helps her team learn from her 
mistakes—by telling them to be open 
to making mistakes. she says, “Don’t be 
afraid of learning. you’re going to make 
mistakes along the way. We all do. We 
learn from them and there’s power in  
that. I don’t expect them to know it all,  
but I try to help them as much as I can as  
they learn how to make those choices.”

she says that her team is always 
inspiring her to be a better leader. “I see 
how they are touching lives, sharing, and 
educating. I have one of the most caring 
teams. It makes me want to help them 
achieve their goals and understand how 
this business can change their lives. I 
know it’s achievable for them.”

susaN’s maNtra

1 2

“my husband has definitely gotten more involved. he’s been great about finding new clientele and 
connections and sending people my way that would be interested in using the oils as a business.”

have fuN. 

“There’s so much 
pressure—especially 
with diamond club 
classes—to get 
enrollments, but for 
me it’s important to 
let go of that pressure 
and enjoy running your 
business.”

kNow your why. 

“have a clear intention 
as to why you’re with 
this company. If you 
know your intention and 
your why in the heart of 
who you are, then even 
if you don’t meet your 
goals you’ll never let 
yourself down.”
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Perla Baldemar
VERNAl, uTAH, usA

As a single mom with six kids and a 
farm to run, Perla Baldemar has a 

lot on her plate. At first she turned down 
a friend who wanted her to try essential 
oils, but thanks to the persistence of 
that friend she ended up buying the 
oils “just to get her out of my hair.” For 
a few months, nothing happened as 
the oils sat in her closet. Eventually, 
she started giving the oils away, simply 
wanting to clean house. The realization 
that essential oils could change her life 
hit when the people she gave the oils to 
came back and wanted more.

Her curiosity sparked, Perla began going 
to every class she could just to learn 
more. As she learned, she began to 
teach others. Perla admits that building 
her business was slow because her 
first priority was to be a good mom. As 
her business grew across the states 
and into mexico and Poland, she knew 
she needed to travel more. she says, “I 
hated to leave my kids. If I was driving 
for four hours, I would take all of my 
kids. I remember doing classes in a hotel 
while they would be under the table 
watching a movie.” However, having 

teams internationally also meant that 
she had to spend more time away from 
her kids as she couldn’t take them with 
her. In spite of this, Perla affirms, “my 
kids have been my greatest support.”

Perla wanted to show her children that 
it doesn’t matter what challenges they 
face, they can succeed if they want 
to. “I knew that dōTERRA was a good 
business opportunity when I realized it 
didn’t matter if I had a degree, if I was 
a woman, a busy mom, or even if I was 
Hispanic and didn’t speak perfect 
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English, dōTERRA is a good opportunity 
for anyone that wants to do it.” From  
the start, Perla believed in the product 
as something that worked and could 
help others. simply by sharing with 
friends who visited from Poland and 
attending open markets in mexico, 
doors opened up and today her 
business continues to grow.

Reflecting on her experience with 
dōTERRA, Perla says, “some people are 
really prepared. This was something 
they were looking for and they grasp 
it. Others take so long to realize what 
they have, and I think I’m one of them. 
I’m still discovering every day how great 
dōTERRA is and how many lives I’m 
affecting just by sharing something good 
in my life.”

“This opportunity has no limits. I don’t consider myself a good salesperson,  
but I realized that do–TERRA wasn’t selling stuff door-to-door, it was empowering people, 

educating people, and most of all sharing the product.”

Use the oils. “Once you use it, you know it’s going to 
work. If it will work for you, it will work for someone else.”

Open your mouth. “When there is an opportunity 
to share, just share, and then the information will start 
spreading.” 

If you’re stumped on what to share, share 
Peppermint. “Any blend that has Peppermint in it, 
people can’t get enough of. They try it, and they  
want more.”

Don’t worry about using a particular system.  
“I know that there are systems that work and that’s great, 
but I’m not that organized. I use it and share it.” 

Simple Sharing
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Kendra Bodine has been using essential 
oils for about 15 years, but when she 

found dōTERRA she was impressed by 
the quality and immediately enrolled with 
a $500 kit. Kendra and her husband, Jon, 
remained only users. Their interest in the 
business opportunity was piqued one day 
when they were driving up to yellowstone 
and stopped at the dōTERRA corporate 
office in utah. They ended up meeting 
with Dave stirling and Greg Cook for two 
and half hours.

At this meeting, Jon repeatedly asked 
the executives why dōTERRA had to be 
a multilevel marketing company. He had 
been approached aggressively so many 
times about joining other multilevel 
companies that he had been completely 
turned off by them. Dave told him, “We 
had to do it this way because we needed 
to get these products into people’s 
homes. If I have it on a shelf in a store, 
they’re not going to know what to do with 
it.” By the end of the meeting, both Jon 
and Kendra were confident in the integrity 
of the dōTERRA executives, and the 
meeting planted the seed that led them  
to eventually growing their business.

Today, they are happy to be able to 
work together doing something they 
enjoy. Kendra has found her niche in the 
business as the oils expert. she is able  
to naturally connect with people on a  
one-on-one basis. Joh is the expert on  
the business and compensation plan. 
They’ve noticed that the dynamic of 
working together takes some adjusting, 

Jon & Kendra Bodine 
mEsA, ARIZONA, usA
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Turn it Around
“EvErYtHing Around You 
tHAt You cAll liFE WAs mAdE 
uP BY PEoPlE WHo ArE no 
smArtEr tHAn You.” –Steve jobs
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DoN’t beat yourself uP. “I used to think I had to be good at the business side of things or there was 
something wrong with me. finally, I discovered I don’t have to be an expert at everything.” 

fIND your gIfts. “Sometimes we try to force ourselves to be what we’re not. It’s good to grow and expand, but 
we all have our gifts, and we need to use them.”

be ProuD of who you are. “I don’t need to be anyone else. I know I have the gift of connecting with other 
people, and I claim that now. I own who I am, and I’m proud of it.” 

but they’re grateful for the opportunity. 
Kendra says, “There is no one I would 
rather work with than my husband. I 
know he has my back at all times.” 

Jon had already retired from his 
previous career when they started their 
dōTERRA business, but the Bodines 
found they still had a lot to learn. 
Kendra says, “It has been rough for us, 

because we had to dig in and change 
how we think. We thought we were OK 
before, but when we got into dōTERRA 
we discovered all the self-development 
we needed.” 

They’ve also discovered how fulfilling 
this kind of work can be. Jon says, “It’s 
neat to know that you can earn a living 
and help people at the same time. It 

gives you a great feeling when you get 
an oil bottle in somebody’s hands and 
they call you back later saying how much 
it helped them.” Kendra adds, “That’s 
what drives us to do this—when we look 
at the changes happening with other 
people and the changes happening with 
us. dōTERRA has turned things around 
for us, and we’re so grateful.” 

“dōTERRA is not like any other network marketing company  
because they don’t have the hype. They’re product and education focused.  

It’s not like anything else out there.” –Jon

“If yOu dOn’T belIeve, yOu can’T dO anyThIng.” –KendraBE YOUrsELF
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Adrian & Roxy Saran
KINGWOOD, TEXAs, usA
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the Gift of education
Roxy saran’s husband, Adrian, agreed 

to let her buy a Family Physician kit  
if she made it her Christmas gift for  
that year. Eager to help her children 
get healthy, Roxy readily agreed. 
The package arrived 10 days before 
Christmas, but she couldn’t wait and 
opened it right away. she started using 
the oils on her children and within days 
saw a miraculous difference. she says, 
“To say that dōTERRA was life-changing 
for our family doesn’t do it justice. No 
one had ever told us before that we had 
another choice.” 

After sharing her story with her friends 
and family, Roxy asked her upline, 
Nicole Vincent, how she could help 
them get essential oils too. Nicole said, 
“Roxy, welcome to the business.” Roxy 
says, “That scared me. I had four kids, 
I had not been working for over eight 
years, and everything I knew about 
network marketing had such a negative 
connotation.” Nicole convinced her 
to think about it. After some thought 
and study, Roxy and her husband 
discovered they couldn’t find a reason 
why not to get involved. 

The sarans hit Elite in their first month, 
and then a few days later a serious 
kitchen fire brought them tens of 
thousands of dollars’ worth of damage 
in just four minutes. They had every 
reason in the world not to continue 
with their business, but they decided 
to push forward no matter what. Roxy 
says, “I encourage people not to wait 
for the perfect opportunity to start their 
business. There is no perfect timing in 
our lives when we’re less busy, have 
more finances, or whatever the case 
may be. you have to just do it. The 
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personal and financial growth you will receive 
and the thousands of people you’ll be able 
to impact will make it all worth it.” Within 13 
months, the sarans were Diamond.

They’ve homed in on memorizing statistics to 
show people they’re sharing with that dōTERRA 
is an incredible business opportunity for 
anyone. They make sure to openly address 
the concerns they know everyone has about 
network marketing. They compare the amazing 
growth and retention dōTERRA has seen in 
the past few years with that of other network 
marketing companies. They show people how 
dōTERRA is different. Roxy says, “In the end, 
there’s no pressure. We just want to educate 
and empower people, then offer them support 
and help along the way.”

Through dōTERRA, Roxy’s family no longer 
has to fear for their financial security, and 
that’s something she wants everyone to have. 
The sarans were both born in Romania and 
have been spreading the financial freedom of 
dōTERRA over there as well. Roxy has seen it 
make a big difference in their lives. Even a $250 
bonus doubles a Romanian’s average monthly 
income. Roxy says, “Our goal is to help over 
1,000 families become financially secure. We’ve 
been given a gift, and our job is to give it back 
to other people.” 

AdvicE For BusinEss BuildErs:

don’t gIvE up.  
“We all get discouraged and feel 
like we’re stuck, but that couldn’t 
be further from the truth. If we 
just continue doing what we’re 

doing, it happens.”

foCus on tHE good.  
“Whether you’ve gotten your 
Power of 3, enrolled a certain 
number of people that month, 

or reached another milestone in 
your organization, celebrate it!” 

fInd your wEaknEssEs. 
“Be keenly aware of what your 

struggles are and work on them, 
or they will be magnified in your 
downline. Home in on them and 
find someone who can help you 

overcome them.” 

“we focus on educating and helping people,  
and the money and the ranks work themselves out.”

1 2 3
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GET INSPIRED

By Marie Berwald
Hitting the wall
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wall
 

you are IN busINess for yourself,  
but you are Not IN busINess by yourself.

a s we journey down this path of creating a business 
with dōTERRA, there will be times when everything 
just flows smoothly—your classes are full, your 

team members are motivated, and the enrollments just flow 
in. It’s easy to stay enthusiastic when your dōTERRA business 
is growing in this way. However, there will also be times when 
no one shows up to your class, when your team doesn’t seem 
to want to do anything, or that several of your planned one-
on-one consultations fall through. That’s simply the ebb and 
flow of life.

One of the most comforting things that I have ever heard at 
a dōTERRA event was the idea that “you are in business for 
yourself, but you are not in business by yourself.” To me, that 
means that there is a wonderful support network all around you  
that can help you through those tough moments. That great 
support—from corporate, from account managers, from your 
upline, or from your crossline—is what makes dōTERRA such  
a great company to work with. Whenever you start feeling 
discouraged, it’s so good to know that there are so many people to  
talk to about what you are experiencing and get their support.

Here’s the interesting thing you’ll discover: everyone has been 
there. Everyone doing this business has had moments when 
it’s been difficult, perhaps moments when they even felt like 
throwing in the towel. Just knowing that can be comforting. 
I remember listening to a webinar with Justin Harrison right 
after I had travelled to teach a class where only one person 
showed	up.	During	this	talk	he	mentioned	that	he	had	recently	
hosted a class in his home and no one had come. For me, 
knowing that even someone as successful as Justin Harrison 
has had that experience reminded me that it was OK, and I 
could still be successful.

Another tip you will hear over and over when you talk to people  
who are successful in dōTERRA is that despite moments of 
doubt or discouragement, they simply carried on. They just 
kept going. They kept talking about the oils, giving people 
samples to try, following up with people, inviting people to 
learn more in a class or one-on-one setting, and teaching their 
team to do the same. It’s that simple consistency that seems 
to make all the difference; just doing the same small daily right 
actions over time add up to something amazing.

Challenges and difficult moments are normal. My upline once  
told my team: if you don’t hit a wall from time to time, you  
probably aren’t doing this right. Everyone in the group laughed,  
because everyone had at some point or another hit that wall. 

When it happens to you, take a moment to acknowledge 
that you have a right to feel discouraged, upset, frustrated, or 
however else you might be feeling. That feeling is justified, so 
take a moment to honor it. Then let it go. Take a really deep 
breath, exhale…and let it go. Intentionally shift your focus. 
Focus your attention on what is working or the successes that 
you have had so far. Use the emotion of gratitude to find all 
the good stuff in your journey. Sit down and make a list of all 
the things that dōTERRA has brought into your life that you are 
grateful for. You’ll be surprised how long your list is. 

After you’ve made that list, you’ll start feeling better, because it 
will show you all the good that dōTERRA has created in your  
life so far. To build on those positive feelings, spend time reading  
a good book or a watching a video that inspires you. Consider 
creating a personal guided visualization of how you would like  
your life to be. Include all the biggies: relationships, spiritual life,  
personal development, your dōTERRA business, as well as your  
health and physical wellness. Write out your visualization, 
record yourself reading it, and then listen to that recording 
once a day. It’s simple, but incredibly powerful. 

Next,	intentionally	spend	time	just	soaking	up	as	much	
dōTERRA culture as you can. Watch videos and webinars, 
attend team meetings, listen to podcasts or recorded training 
calls, attend convention, Elite and Premier retreats, and 
corporate events. There are numerous opportunities to  
soak up dōTERRA culture and business knowledge.  
This is probably the easiest way to learn this 
business—sheer repetition. By doing this, you’ll 
also magically learn the words to best present the  
dōTERRA business opportunity to someone, to  
best share the oils, to best create value for 
dōTERRA products, to encourage your new 
team members, and to grow and inspire others.  

Then the next time someone in your organ-
ization hits that wall, you’ll show them 
how to climb over it, just like you did.  ●

 
Marie Berwald is a clinical 
hypnotherapist, hypnobirthing childbirth 
educator, and essential oil enthusiast.  
Marie and Harlan are dōTERRA 
Platinums and Canadian Founders. 
They recently won first prize in the 
2014 spring Diamond Club. They 
love doing this business together 
and sharing it with others. 
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DOUBLE BLUE DIAMONDS

RecognitionCONsULtANt

paTrIcK & allySe SedIvy bOyd & Sandy TruMan

foundeR uSA
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STeven & MOnIca hSIung 

andy & naTalIe gOddard

foundeR uSA

MarK ewen &  
chrISTIan OverTOn

juSTIn & KerI harrISOn

DOUBLE DIAMONDS

foundeR uSA

pRESIDENTIAL DIAMONDS

jaMeS & rOxane bybee

foundeR uSA

erIc & andrea larSen

foundeR TWn

jOhn & Melyna harrISOn hayley hObSOnrOger & TereSa hardIng

foundeR uSA
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paul & beTSy hOlMeS

pRESIDENTIAL DIAMONDS

jerry & laura jacObS

foundeR uSA

jared & Sharee wInger

Kyle & KIerSTOn 
KIrSchbauM 

KOu KaI hSun & peI lIng Su

foundeR TWn

CONsULtANt recognition

davId & Tawnya hSIung

foundeR TWn

naTe & brIanne hOvey
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Spencer & KarI arnTSen

jerry & brandI burdIne jeff & cherIe burTOn

MaTT & Kelly anderSOn

jereMy & MIcKI bOberg

Spencer & brIanna cOleS

chrIS & Kareena bracKen

foundeR uSA

Kenny & rebecca anderSOn rOMan & cOrInna barruS

BLUE DIAMONDS

Maree cOTTaM
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jeff & jen frey

BLUE DIAMONDS

STeve & KrISTIne haleS

ScOTT & rhOnda fOrd nIcK & jeaneTTe franSen

al & Maureen garcIa

KIrK & jennIfer haMIlTOn

Marc & jenn garreTT

fred & carrIe dOnegan brad & rOSalIe ellIOT

Shane & rebecca hInTze
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bryan & andrea 
huddleSTOn

jeSSIca & clay IddIngS

aSaKO KObayaShI danny & nIcOle larSOn

foundeR uSA

davId & TaMMy MIller

juSTIn & Tahna lee

foundeR uSA

jaSOn & SharOn 
McdOnald

dena Mccaffree

davId & heaTher Madder

BLUE DIAMONDS

juan juI chang & TSaI 
chIah hSIu

foundeR TWn

foundeR JPn
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CONsULtANt recognition

BLUE DIAMONDS

SuMIKO nObOrI

foundeR JPn

Kc & jeSSIca MOulTrIe

Terry & lIl Shepherd

foundeR uSA

jeff & dIane Shephardgary & KarIna SaMMOnS

rObyn OpenShawrIchard & jennIfer 
OldhaM

jeff & crySTal nyMan

KaThy pace burKe & naTalIe rIgby

SeTh & jenny rISenMay

foundeR uSA
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BLUE DIAMONDS

dave & peggy SMITh

foundeR uSA

jOhn & KallI wIlSOn

jaMeS & chelSea STevenSjIM & TaMMy STephenS

KacIe vaudrey

ryan & danI SMITh

peI-chI yI 

foundeR TWn

KevIn & naTalIe wySOcKI

jOey & cachay wySOn

gIna TruMan

foundeR uSA
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dOug & rachelle 
caSTOr

CONsULtANt recognition

DIAMONDS

jOy bernSTeIn

STeve & brenda 
brOwn

Ken & wendy berry

jOn & Kendra 
bOdIne

rachell 
brInKerhOff

aTanaSKa adaMS

peTer & SuSIe 
bagwell 

foundeR uSA

paul & delMar  
ahlSTrOM

rIcK & hayley 
baMMeSburger

erIc & becKy barney jerry & aIMee becK

neal & erIn 
anderSOn

perla baldeMar

Karen aTKInS 

davId & aSTI 
aTKInSOn

MI hyeOn bacK

danIel & chrISTIna 
benITez

foundeR uSA
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TOM & anITa cOTTaM becKy cOxMelOdy & walTer 
cOvInO-waTTS

MIKe & lOrI davIS

daMIan & jenna 
fanTe

jaMeS & Tanya 
cOTTerell

chrIS & Mary 
crIMMInS

jeff & judy cruden vIcTOr & aManda 
darquea

paula ecKerT & 
jOhn OverbeeK 

foundeR AuS

MOlly dayTOn

davId & julIanne 
ellIS

KeITh & SprIng 
eSTeppe

DIAMONDS

Marc & rOMI clarK rIcK & alISSe cOIl breTT & farrah 
cOllver

rIcK & eTSuKO  
chIdeSTer

foundeR JPn

weI-fang chen

foundeR TWn

ShIn Kun chen greg & MarTI  
chrISTenSen

foundeR uSA

rIchard & elIzabeTh 
cOpeland

jOan cOOn
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CONsULtANt recognition

DIAMONDS

brIan & becKy 
gIlleSpIe

KrISTann gIllIeS

jeff & KaTIe 
glaSgOw

ThOMaS & aMy 
glenn

craIg & SheIla 
gOOdSell

craIg & lynn gIneS

valerIeann 
gIOvannI

foundeR uSA

Max & cherIe 
garreTT

foundeR AuS

andy & MISSy garcIa vInce & TereSa 
garcIa

andrew & chrISTy 
fechSer

MarK & TIffany 
flaKe

aarOn & wendy 
frazIer

paul & STephanIe 
frITz

daren & crySTelle 
gaTeS

leOnIe 
feaTherSTOne

aSaKawa KazuyuKI 
& aKIyO fuTaKuchI

foundeR JPn

KaOrI fujIO

foundeR JPn
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DIAMONDS

jOn & eve heweTT

laura hOlbrOOK rOberT & TOnI 
hOlland

Tanya hOwell

jIM & lara hIcKS

jeSSe & naTalIe hIll

lOuIS fuSIlIer & 
MOnIca gOOdSell

jay & debbIe 
gOrdOn

MIcah & KrISTa 
granT 

MIchael & jennIfer 
heaTh

aISha harley 

ryan & jenyce 
harrIS

naTalIe harrIS

ScOTT & Shyanne 
haThaway

clIff & pj hanKS eMIly hanSOn jIM & MarTy harger

gOrdOn & julIe 
herberT

foundeR uSA

ryan & MelISSa 
herMan

curT & carOl ann 
gueST

wayne & jenna 
henrIe 

bryanT & brIanna 
heSS

Terry & MarIa 
heuSer-gaSSaway

foundeR uSA
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CONsULtANt recognition

DIAMONDS

jereMey & anneTTe 
juKeS

TracI & jacK 
KennebecK

MIKe & KallI Kenney

jeffery & MIranda 
hu

chrISTy hugheS

allISOn huISh

benjaMIn & 
STephanIe  
hOwellS-ScOvIlle

rIcK & KaThy 
hunSaKer

brIan & rachel 
jOneS

jae hyeOn ju

KIley & nOra 
jOhnSOn

rOb & wendy jaMeS

foundeR uSA

nIcK & julIe hundley bOO Kyung IM arIn IngrahaM

Shane & jennIfer 
jacKSOn

leland & rObIn 
jOneS

chIh jung huang
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DIAMONDS

Shawn & laura KIngcade & dOMInIque 
KIng

dru & gIna KIeSel

dIane lefrandT & 
jeSSIca SMuIn

dr. danIel & KaTIe 
leverenz

dwayne & Tracy 
lucIa

jauchIng laI

jOe & aMber KrOpf

laurIe langfITT jOhn & carOlIne lee jung hOOn lee

jaMeS & cynThIa 
MaguIre

julene MarTIndale TeruMI MaTSuShIMa

aarOn & TOnya 
McbrIde

TOny & aIMee 
Mcclellan

breTT & brOOKe 
Magleby

lISa luKe

Tracy lyMan

nOlan & paT leavITT

foundeR uSA

ShOKO MaTSuyaMa

foundeR JPn

arITa MayuMI

foundeR JPn

chIh jen lIu & Man 
TSaI 

foundeR TWn  
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CONsULtANt recognition

DIAMONDS

angela MOffITT drew & cOurTney 
MOSeS

rOger & carOl-ann 
MendOza

jerry & prIScIlla 
MeSSMer

ScOTT & rObyn 
MITchell

hOlan & caSSy 
naKaTa

adaM & TaMI nuhfer

jOhn & aManda l. 
OlSen

KeIjI & eMIKO 
OKuyaMa 

foundeR JPn

hOward naKaTa jOnaThan & deanna 
nIchOlS

erIc & KrISSy 
nOrdhOff

rOberT & hOlly 
OlMSTead

auSTIn & aMber 
nOrdSTrOM

juSTIn & aShlee 
MIller

Kery & denISe 
nOrrIS

MITSuKO nOMIya

foundeR JPn

rIyO Ogawa

foundeR JPn
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DIAMONDS

adaM & rIgel SMITh Marcy SnOdgraSS

Sharla SnOw chrISTIne & wade 
STOlwOrThy

brad & dawna 
TOewS

SaMuel & MelISSa 
Taeu

evan & adrIenne 
ThOMaS

bIll & erleen TIlTOn adaM & nIKKI 
TOphaM

lIn hSIu Teng

franI pISanO

rOberT & janelle 
parrIngTOn

cynThIa paTIence dIcK ray & STacy 
paulSen

Spencer & laura 
peTTIT

caSey & MelISSa 
rOberTSOn

jaMeS & Kelly 
rObISOn

ryan & janeSSa 
SalSbery

erIc & gale 
Sandgren

adrIan & rOxy 
Saran

rOd & jennIfer 
rIchardSOn

MarIza Snyder

erIc & KrISTen 
pardue

foundeR CAn
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Shane & KrISTIn van 
wey

yung-peI TSeng MarK & lOrI vaaS

Sarah & MIchael 
vanSTeenKISTe

chad & eSTher 
verMIllIOn

davId & KaTe 
wagner

SOndra verva SuSan walby

jOhn & Shauna 
weTenKaMp

MarK & TaMalu 
waTKInS

wendy wang

foundeR TWn

rOb & MelISSa 
wIlSOn

jIll wInger danIel & aMy wOng

rIchard & heIdI 
weyland

dallOn & eMIlI 
whITney

DIAMONDS

STephen & yvOnne 
TSaI

foundeR HK

beTTy TOrreS-
fOrbOrd
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dIaMonds not pICturEd:  
Thad & KaThy chandler
fu yu chen 
yOShI chIhara & MarI hIranO

chul lee
brad & darcI rIchardSOn
MIchael & jennIfer vaSIch
haO heng TSaI & chang hSIn  
   yun

fuMIKO yOShIMOTO

MIhO yOShIMura

foundeR JPn

nIShIda yOShIfuSa

foundeR JPn

elena yOrdan

DIAMONDS

KrISTI zaSTrOw

edward & lInda yeyOShIya & IzuMI 
yanagIhara

foundeR JPn

pLATINUMS

dr. jaMIe r. & 
chrISTIna bOyer

auThenTIc healTh 
llc 

janae arancIbIa

Shawna bIelMann jaMIe bOaglIO cOnnIe bOucher eMManuelle 
bOurbOn

Kelly alvIS debbIe baSTIanKaTIe adaMS

harlan & MarIe 
berwald

foundeR CAn
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CONsULtANt recognition

pLATINUMS

d’arTIS & TIffanI 
jOneS

alISa & chrIS 
brIdgeS

adaM & carey 
brOwn

danIel & MIchele 
fendell

erIKa buTler

dr. MaTT & anna 
haleS

ryan & Kendra 
haleS

ShIn Kun chen nIKKI clOud brIan & MerIdeTh 
cOhrS

elIzabeTh 
cenIcerOS

alIcIa cOTTaM STephanIe crane erIc & TIffany 
dahl

curT & TOnIa 
dOuSSeTT

rOSe IngrahaM dr. zIa InMan lIndSay jenSen STeve & SandIe 
jenSen

bIll & KellI jOneS

adabelle carSOn

leOn green MelISSa guThrIe

MaTThew & 
SeanTay hall

jeannIe harrISOn TerI helMS jeSSIca herzberg waI Keung hO brenT & annIe 
hOne

MarIO jOlly & 
SabIne buchner

foundeR eu
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rIchard & lISa 
jOneS

Tzu-yuan KaO bIll & deena 
jOrdan

nIcK KIllpacK MelISSa KIng

rOMMy KIrby

lOIS lane

pLATINUMS

jaMeS & chrSTIne 
payne

Tracy l. prInce janeT raMer

rachel lOTh KeIKO MaruTanIShelly lOyd MIchele MalchOw eMIly MarTIn crIS & paTTy 
MarTInez

jOhn & paTTI 
MaSOn

davId & hOlly MayS KerI & KeITh MccOy MelISSa MOrgner dawn OlSen KIM OverpecK

MIKe & Megan 
KnOrpp

peggy 
langenwalTer

arla leInS jOdI lewIS hSIu-feng lIn 

Spencer & reTa 
Kuhn

Mary lagaSSedebbIe Krahn cynThIa landeS

hSIaO chun lIu

foundeR TWn

barbara reMpel & 
dal bryanT

foundeR CAn

danIela & 
fernandO rOMay

foundeR LA
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rOn & lIz wIlder

platInuMs not pICturEd:  
jOng yun chOI
Megan dIlMOre
chrISTIna gardner
jeSSIca gIrOux
yen chIh huang
jared S. jarvIS
haeng SuK KIM

chul lee
KyOung SOOn parK & 
chungheOng lee
yu yIn lI
chIh-hSIang lIaO
wanchIng lu

yu jOng lu
bernadeTTe O’dOnnell
brandOn & aubrey pacKard
SherrI prIce
wayne & heaTher pulSIpher
yeOn hee SOn

wang jun yI
wOnhyung chO & hyeOn ju    
   parK
Tung han wu
ShIh MIng yang & wu chIng 
chun

duane & crySTal 
TucKer 

bIll & MarIlyn 
vandOnSel

paul & denISe 
webSTer

SheIla 
SuMMerhayS

chang chaO T’Ing

foundeR TWn

pLATINUMS

jOan ShOdaI TOM & erIn SMeIgh KIrK & lana SMITh

julIe ann ScOTT aMy SellerS

TaMMy STeuber

gerard & TarITa 
TehOTu

eddIe & angela 
vIlla

Sandra wang

IgnacIO SanTOyO & 
SIlvIa MarTInez 

jIM & SuSIe 
SchIerIng

Man dI Mandy 
yeung

TravIS & STephanIe 
wInger

hIrOKO yaMazaKI

wen-chang Su

foundeR TWn

MIchael 
rOThSchIld

foundeR AuS
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GOLDS

jOdy aITOn lacey 
albrechTSen

MIKe & jeSSIca 
anderSOn

leanna andrade

greg & carMen 
anderSOn

brad & KaThy 
alldredge

jennIfer 
accOMandO

TaMera anaya

cOleMan & hIlary 
allen

dean & KaThIe 
andruS

Sue araKawa jaMeS & angela 
aTKIn

TaMarah & jeff 
barTMeSS

angela barTraM 

Karla banKS dean & cOnnIe 
bargen

KaThylee & rOn 
barrIO

MarTy & KIndra 
adaIr

nIcOle anderSOnevIe anderSOn jOSIe anderSOn

brenT & KrISTI 
avereTT

chrIS & aShley 
beanS

lISa bearInger brIan & heaTher 
becKwITh

SOOn byung & 
dOngchOl beh

jennIfer bejceK 

allen & aMy bauer carly bauTISTa

jOe & aShley bell

rObyn azIMa

lOrI bacOn benjaMIn & jade 
balden

ana leda arIaS 
barranTeS & carlOS 
gIlberT panIgua blancO

foundeR LA

vIcTOrIa benTley

MOnIKa baTKOva & 
MarTIna valnIcKOva

foundeR eu
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GOLDS

SOnna berghaIer breT & aMy 
bIgelOw

jereMy & MelISSa 
branSKe

caSey & jaMIe 
brOderSen

deanna brOwn

rOnda bIrch vera blOuIr jane bOdIly

jaSOn bOrup jaSOn & KaMIlle 
breuer

jOnI bradley 

foundeR CAn

charlene brOwn ScOTT & lISa 
brOwn

MaTT & deana 
buShMan 

claudIa calderOn

Maureen 
brundage

TOnI bunTIngKevIn & laTarran 
brOwn

jared & rebecca 
burT

ScOTT & leeSa 
brIdgeS

jOShua & Mary 
carlISle

jOn & aMy 
caldwell

bIll & dOnna card

erIca caMpanella

jOnaThan & aMy 
carver

bucKy & anna 
caSh

lacey chalfanT

SOOn byung & 
dOngchOl beh 
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GOLDS

Shuang-Shuang 
chang 

chIu-hSIang chen 

foundeR TWn

Shelly daugherTy julIe drIggS

Karlel crOwley quInn & randy 
curTIS

craIg & KrISTIn 
cOTTle

dIane Tenney 
chaTTerTOn

jaMIe danfOrTh durell darr

jOn chaSe

carOl cOlvIn TerpSy & Savva 
chrISTOu

annIe clarK eve cOlanTOnI

wendy cOx

jOhn & gerI 
cuMMIngS

dr jaMeS & KIM 
dahlIn

Mary & dennIS 
englerT

jOel & fay eppS

Spencer & jan 
crOSland

cIndy cOOnS

crySTy cOvInO brandI crOSby cynThIa crOSby

jaclyn chIld

wen chen 

jared & MIndy 
degraffenrIed

lOgan & aprIl 
denSley

Marlyn & rOger 
dIderIcKSen

MarK & Kerry 
dOddS

dana dupOnT jeff & gInny 
eISeMan

Shane england dr. MelISSa 
eSguerra
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GOLDS

CONsULtANt recognition

heaTher eSSlInger

yuweI fengdana feldMeIer

jacKIe garcIa

SharOn fIla cara fIneS

ryann & MaTT 
eTTer

julIe eubanKS

vIcKI gallOway

wendy gIannuzzI rachelle gIbSOn lIndSey gIffOrd

judy gann gInO & aManda 
garIbay

jaKe & lIndSey 
garrISOn

davId & crySTal 
garvIn

MIchelle geTz

Megan fraSheSKI

lISa anne gafKjen

haley fachner 

Sally farnIcKSally farb

beTh & juSTIn 
falKe

MarcIa frIaca jennIfer frInKjaKe & jOann 
fOwler

naThan & KrISTen 
fuchS 

KeMpTOn & cyndy 
fuller
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carMen gOldSTeIn

leah & adaM 
grahaM

drew & lacey grIM wendy & curTIS 
hanSen

Tracy harrIS

Sarah henderSOn

jenI hOuSTOn

MarK & TrIcIa 
hOffMan

alIcIa haSheM MarK & alIcIa 
haugSTad

lOrI hayeS

GOLDS

Karen gIlrOy chrIS & KreSTa 
glaSer

lucy gOnzaleS-
rOMerO

rachel gOnzaleS

dana & SuMMer 
gOOdan

rOSIe greaney & 
adaM cOpp

Kacey green

davId & jOlene 
harrIS

cary grIffIn

allISOn hayS MarISSa heISel

foundeR CAn

pInghua gu

foundeR eu

TIM & audrey 
haMIlTOn

eugene & dIana 
henKel

MaggIe hIll

brIan & allISOn 
hunT

Su ju hung dena hOlMeS cOry hugheS

hOlly hIrT

arIana M harley

jaSOn & STephanIe 
hIll 

rOSIe greMMerT
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CONsULtANt recognition

GOLDS

bj & Megan hunTer lInda huSSey MIchael & nancy 
huTchInSOn

gOrdOn lawSOn & 
renee jOneS-lawSOn 

nancy IllMan

yuKI IShIda ScOTT & TOnI 
jaeKel

gOrdOn & jIll 
janKulOvSKI

aarrOn & heIdI 
jOhanSen

nancy jOhnSOn

yOKO KaMIya ruzna KaMOOr leah KarraTTI MaSaMI KawaI

rachel jOneS

dr. barbara 
jennIngS

jIM & becKy jenSen

Spencer & cynde 
KaMauOha

rebecca KaSelOw

nOelle jOye

carOl KIng Tara  KInSer jOSh & carrIe KIrK chrIS KIrSchbauM brIan KIel

foundeR eu

STacy jOneS 

anne MarIe & 
Shane KlepKO

cynThIa Incze

foundeR CAn

chIaO en juan
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GOLDS

davId & SarIah 
leale

jaMeS & KrISTen 
KrOpf

bOnnIe KOTTraba jenna Krahn

MargIe laSh 

jeff & KaTe laSSOn jaMeS & MIchIe 
layTOn 

davId & eMIly 
leSher

hSu lI-hua

dean & TereSa 
KOerner

MarlIeS lee SuzIe lerOuxhOng leOng

paul & nancy 
KnOpp

yaSuKO KObayaShI

MIchele KunTz deSIree lafever allen & heIdI 
lafferTy

janyce lebarOn MIchelle lebarOn

rene & auShra 
ledeSMa

heaTher lIndhOlM hOney lOgan anne lOwenThal 

ScOTT & jeSSIca 
lawSOn

SOfIa lOpez de 
lara 

foundeR LA

Me hee lIM jOhnaThan & 
rachel lInch

jeSSIca lITSTer

nancy lInder

analeah lOvere charlene lu

weI TIng lIn

yuen MIng leung

foundeR HK

chIa lIng lI 

foundeR TWn

foundeR CAn

foundeR CAn
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CONsULtANt recognition

GOLDS

alOnTO & deSIree 
MangandOg

bIll MarKhaM & 
ulISeS balanzaTeguI

janeT & berny 
Marquez

janIce Maynard gIna MccOneghy

bebe Mcfall Suzanne Mcgee

deIdra Meyer-
hager

lISa MecKle

ben & MarIa 
luebKe

heIdI lueKenga

MOna Merz

becKy MeTheny

jeanne McMurry wayne & Karen 
MerrITT

anITa MarrIOTT

Kelly McbrIde

Kylene lund

MIKI MaTSuMOTO Sean & alIcIa 
McbrIde

julIe MargO 

jennIfer Mcclure

adele lurIe 

foundeR LA

Tanya MaIdMenT

foundeR AuS

cOnnIe lu
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GOLDS

cynThIa MOOdy KIMberly MOOre

andrew & TIffany 
MOOSMan

ray & lauren 
newSOM

cOurTney 
parKInSOn

laura paSTernaK

TerrI pace

MunehIrO 
OKuMura

TereSa MIllerMelISSa MIller beTTIna MOench

jeSSIe pInKerTOn

Sheen perKInS chrISTIna peTerS

MIKe peTerS rhOnda & MIchael 
peTerSOn

TIM & brenda 
peTru

aManda OlSOn Kery O’neIl

TaMMy OlSen KrISTIe OlSen

TravIS & Sara 
palMer

rOnnIe & bOnnIe 
OwenS

jIM & dIna pace

eMIly navaS lISa needhaM dr. MarTha 
neSSler

anna OffMan ryan & jaIMe 
nOrrIS

brady & hIllary 
parKIn

Kyle & KaTee payne

chrISTIan & Marja 
neudel

foundeR eu

jeSSIca preSTOn

jOSh & Shannan 
nIelSOn

foundeR CAn

foundeR CAn
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CONsULtANt recognition

GOLDS

KrISTen reynOldS jIll rIgby nISha rIggS

elaIne rISer bruce & Sarabel 
rIrIe

phIl & whITnIe 
rOgerS

devOla 
SaMuelSOn

STacey SarrOS

ruTh reyeSgOShI gaISha 
rarIKKuSu 

leSlIe reader SuSan reIS

charley & jeSSIca 
preSTOn

cIndy prIce brOOKe pugh jOSeph & 
caTherIne puTaTau

larISSa reed

jennIfer rIchMOnd

davId rOOKSberry

carla SanTIagO

brITTany 
rOSchecK

MIKe & jOlynn 
rOThS

MIndy rOwSer lInda Sage

danIel & jaMIe rIp

brad & lIlly reId

Tracy rhOdeS

wIllIaM & alIce 
rahn

Kyle heSS & 
brITTany pIrTle
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GOLDS

STephanIe c. 
SaxTOn

jOSIe SchMIdT leSlIe SchMIdT Terry SchulMan

nIcOle SlOnaKer

SpandalIvIng dOn & paTTI SpIegel MIndy SpradlIn

julIe a. STOeSz MelOdy 
STraMpellO

Kuan fang Su

Mara TabareS TOMOKO TaKenaMI brOOKe & ThOMaS 
Tazbaz

rOberT ScOTT & 
MarlySe OKanO

nancy Serba KyMberlee 
SIManTel

elena SIMMOnS

larry & nIKKI 
ShOrTS

MaTT & MelISSa 
SMITh

chrISTOpher & 
eMIly ShawcrOfT

rObyn SIMOn 

foundeR AuS

jOhn & jennIfer 
SOrenSOn

MarK & helen 
Shaw

foundeR AuS

Sarah Savage

ThereSa SOucy 

davId STephenS dave & callIer 
STeuer

MarTIna 
ThIageSan

dr. lynn ThOMpSOn

dennIS & janeTTe 
STevenS

phIl & leeann 
STOrK

jIM & TOby 
Swanger

wIllIe & aMy Taula

carOl Sung

foundeR TWn
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CONsULtANt recognition

GOLDS

jaIMe walSh

jed & paM 
waldrOn

MIchelle wallace

MaTT & alIcIa 
TrIpleTT

jaSOn & allISOn 
TrIpp

chad & Sarah 
TOwe

paTTI TInhOlTelIzabeTh 
ThOMpSOn

brady ThurgOOd KerI ThOMpSOn

carOlIne vInal nIcOle vIncenT dana & zachary 
vIneyard

alan & cheryl 
waelbrOecK

juSTIn waI

lana warner brOOKe warTell

Kelly & warren 
walKer

lOrInda walKer

MeMO & KIM ureTa

juSTIn & Tracy 
TIreT

aISaKe & MelInda 
vuIKadavu

bOb & caThI 
waalKeS

wayneTTe 
vanfleeT

cynThIa velez

lISa verner

brenT & jenny 
walSh

vIcTOr TSaI

foundeR HK

foundeR CAn
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GOLDS

dale & lIllIan 
wInKler

ScOTT & SuSan 
wOOley

lance & chrISTIne 
wrIghT

Marlene wrIghT Tung han wu

aTSuKO yOShITOMI

KeIKO yOShIda

rOger webb breTT & debOrah 
whITe

nIcOle whITe charleS & aMy 
wIdMer

dereK & Suzanne 
wIllIaMS

felIcIa wIllIaMS

Sang MOK yun aManda zuccaTO

nOrMa & geOrge 
wIllOcK

lOrI wIllIaMS jennI wIlSOn

TOMOKO yuTaKa

wayne & TOnya 
wIlSOn

vIcKI l. wIlSOn

yaSunOrI 
yOShIMura

golds not pICturEd:  
dOn & lynda aShcrafT
lIzeTh baldeMar de arraS
Kayelynn baSTIan
Sandra benjOSeph
cOnceTTa bIbenS
janIce bITTner
KaTherIne bOggS
paTrIcK & MIchele bOTwrIghT
bIanca bOva
jennIfer brady
MarK & MalInda braMwell
jared brandT
rOger & lOrI call
MaTThew & nOelle carrOll
wayne & MarIdee caSh
luO wen chang 
hung waI chOI
jOSeph & MelISSa cOOK
STeve & gInna crOSS
yun MeI cuI

ruI cuI
penny curb
danIelle danIel
eMIly davIS
Kendra davy
dawn huTchISOn
MaO du
SuSan dyeSS
edward fIla
jaSOn fIla
hOng gaO
arleene gIbbOnS
SuSan grObMyer
TaSha haKeeM
elIzabeTh halaufIa
january & brandOn harShe
lOrI hauKaaS (fOunder can)
heIdI hIggInS
gayle hOdgeS
brIanna hOlbrOOK
zann hOrlacher

Karen hudSOn
cOcO yu hIng huI
azMI Ibadur
chae Myung IM
rehana ISMaIl
Sarah jenSen
eunhee jung & hae geun lee
changhO KIM
MengweI KuO
jOn & duqueSa laMerS
In gyeOng lee
beTTy MagIll
chrISTIne Mccue
dana MOOre
ju ha naM & jung SOO lIM
candI newTOn
KwOn nOh
SherI nOrTOn
franK OddenS
francIScO OlMOS

heIdI OlSen 
paul bergMan
Tyalee pendleTOn
davId & allySOn phIllIpS
chad & Marlene plOcher
cynThIa pOrTer
janKa pOrubanOva
Kellen & KrISTIn purleS
KevIn & cIndy raIney
brIan & aMy rancK
juan & candace rOMerO
debOrah rOSe
KarlI jO rOSzell (fOunder can)
MelISSa SanderS
hung-lan Sang
MarISSa SchulTz
laurel SchuMaKer
KeShIa SheeTS
Mary ShOrT
rene SpaleK
daMOn & prIScIlla STewarT

STeven & carOlann STreaM
jaMeS paul & Taunya day  
    STruhS
jIan jI Sun 
chIeKO TaKeKawa
gerrIe TaylOr
Kelly TaylOr
jaSOn & MIchelle TOlberT
Tell & TIeffany TOMbaugh
debra TuTTle
beverley wagner
juSTIn & Tara wagner
haIyan wang
TOShIMaSa waTanabe
naThan & KarOl waTKInS
Karen welch
dena wOulfe
yOng TOng xu
STrawberrI yOung
wen-huang lIn

Recognition is based on the highest rank reached two times in the previous six months. Recognition is current as of June 2014.
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